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Redshift and multiplication for truncated

Brown-Peterson spectra

Jeremy Hahn and Dylan Wilson

Abstract

We equip BPxny with an E3-BP-algebra structure, for each prime p and height n.
The algebraic K-theory of this ring is of chromatic height exactly n ` 1, and the map
KpBPxnyqppq Ñ Lf

n`1KpBPxnyqppq has bounded above fiber.
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1 Introduction

Our main aim here is to prove the following:

Theorem. For each prime p and height n, there exists an E3-BP-algebra structure on BPxny.
The algebraic K-theory of the p-completion of this ring has finitely presented cohomology over
the mod p Steenrod algebra, and is of fp-type n ` 1 after p-completion.
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The principal connective theories in the chromatic approach to stable homotopy theory
are thus more structured than previously known, and they satisfy higher height analogs of
the Lichtenbaum–Quillen conjecture. The E3 forms of BPxny constructed here give the first
known examples, for n ą 1, of chromatic height n theories with algebraic K-theory provably
of height n ` 1.

The Redshift Philosophy

In his 1974 ICM address, Quillen [Qui75] stated as a ‘hope’ the now proven Lichtenbaum-
Quillen conjecture [Voe03, Voe11]. His hope was that the algebraic K-theory of regular
noetherian rings could be well approximated by étale cohomology, at least in large degrees.
Ten years later, Waldhausen [Wal84] investigated interactions between hisK-theory of spaces
and the chromatic filtration. He observed that, in the presence of a descent theorem of
Thomason [Tho82], the Lichtenbaum-Quillen conjecture could be restated in terms of local-
ization at complex K-theory. Let L

f
1 denote the localization that annihilates those finite

spectra with vanishing p-adic complex K-theory; for suitable rings R, the Lichtenbaum-
Quillen conjecture is equivalent to the statement that

π˚KpRqppq Ñ π˚L
f
1KpRqppq

is an isomorphism for ˚ " 0.
Algebraic K-theory is defined not only on rings, but (crucially for applications to smooth

manifold theory) on ring spectra. One of the deepest computations of the algebraic K-theory
of ring spectra to date is by Ausoni and Rognes [AR02], who for primes p ě 5 computed the
mod pp, v1q K-theory of the p-completed Adams summand ℓ^

p . Their computations imply
that

Kpℓ^
p qppq Ñ L

f
2Kpℓ^

p qppq

is a π˚-isomorphism for ˚ " 0. Here L
f
2 is the next localization in a hierarchy of chromatic

localizations Lf
n for each n ě 0 (at an implicit prime p). This of course suggests a higher

height analog of the Lichtenbaum–Quillen conjecture. In the Oberwolfach lecture [Rog00],
Rognes laid out a far-reaching vision of how this higher height analog might go, which is
now known as the chromatic redshift philosophy. The name redshift refers to the hypothesis
that algebraic K-theory should raise the chromatic height of ring spectra by exactly 1.

To give a more precise statement, we will need the notion of fp-type, due to Mahowald–
Rezk [MR99]: A p-complete, bounded below spectrum X is of fp-type n if the thick subcat-
egory of p-local finite complexes F such that |π˚pF bXq| ă 8 is generated by a type pn`1q
complex (i.e., a complex with a vn`1 self-map).

With this definition, Ausoni-Rognes conjecture that:

Conjecture. For suitable E1-rings R of fp-type n, KpRq^
p is of fp-type n ` 1.

As we review below (see Theorem 3.1.3), this statement also implies that KpRq Ñ
L
f
n`1KpRq is a p-local equivalence in large degrees, so we can think of it as a higher height

analog of the Lichtenbaum-Quillen conjecture.
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In the years since the Ausoni–Rognes computations, redshift has been verified for addi-
tional height 1 ring spectra, including ku^

p , KU^
p , and ku{p at primes p ě 5 [BM08, Aus10,

AR12a], and evidence for redshift has accumulated in general [BDR04, Rog14, Wes17, Vee18,
AK18, AKQ20, CSY20]. Recent conceptual advances show that the algebraic K-theories of
many height n rings are of height at most n ` 1 [LMMT20, CMNN20]. Here, we give the
first arbitrary height examples of ring spectra for which redshift provably occurs.

Main Results

The truncated Brown–Peterson spectra, BPxny, are among the simplest and most important
cohomology theories in algebraic topology. There is one such spectrum for every prime p

and height n ě 0, though we will follow tradition by localizing at the prime and omitting it
from notation.1 The height 1 spectrum BPx1y is the Adams summand ℓ, while BPx2y is a
summand of either topological modular forms (at p ě 5), or topological modular forms with
level structure (at p “ 2, 3).

Both ℓ and tmf are extraordinarily structured: they are E8-ring spectra, inducing power
operations on the cohomology of spaces. Our first main result, proven in §2, is a construction
of part of this structure at an arbitrary height n. To make sense of the statement, we remind
the reader that BP admits the structure of an E4-ring by [BM13].

Theorem A (Multiplication). For an appropriate choice of indecomposable generators

vn`1, vn`2, ¨ ¨ ¨ P π˚BP,

the quotient map
BP Ñ BP{pvn`1, ¨ ¨ ¨ q “ BPxny

is the unit of an E3-BP-algebra structure on BPxny.

Our second main theorem establishes the above conjecture for R “ BPxny^
p .

Theorem B (Redshift). Let BPxny denote any E3-BP-algebra such that the unit BP Ñ
BPxny is obtained by modding out a sequence of indecomposable generators vn`1, vn`2, ¨ ¨ ¨ .
Then KpBPxny^

p q^
p is of fp-type n ` 1.

Corollary. For BPxny any E3-BP-algebra as above, both maps

KpBPxny^
p qppq Ñ L

f
n`1KpBPxny^

p qppq,

KpBPxnyqppq Ñ L
f
n`1KpBPxnyqppq

induce isomorphisms on π˚ for ˚ " 0.

1At each prime p and height n ě 0, BPxny is conjectured to be unique as a p-local spectrum. For n ą 1,
uniqueness is only proved up to p-completion, by work of Angeltveit and Lind [AL17].
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To prove Theorem B by trace methods, the critical thing to show is that π˚pV b
TCpBPxnyqq is bounded above for some type pn ` 2q complex V . We recall [NS18] that
the p-completed topological cyclic homology of BPxny can be computed as the fiber:

TCpBPxnyq » fib

˜´
THHpBPxnyqhS

1

¯^

p

ϕhS1
´can

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
´
THHpBPxnyqtS

1

¯^

p

¸
,

where the map
ϕ : THHpBPxnyq Ñ THHpBPxnyqtCp

is the cyclotomic Frobenius. (See §3.2 for our conventions on cyclotomic spectra.)
One would like to argue that pϕhS1

´canq is an equivalence in large degrees after tensoring
with a type pn ` 2q complex. We will deduce this from the following two theorems:

Theorem C (Segal Conjecture). Let F be any type n ` 1 complex. Then the cyclotomic
Frobenius THHpBPxnyq Ñ THHpBPxnyqtCp induces an isomorphism

F˚THHpBPxnyq – F˚pTHHpBPxnyqtCpq

in all sufficiently large degrees ˚ " 0.

Theorem D (Canonical Vanishing). Let F be any type n ` 2 complex. There exists an
integer d ě 0 (depending on F ) such that, for all 0 ď k ď 8, the composite

τědpF b THHpBPxnyqhCpk q Ñ F b THHpBPxnyqhCpk
can

ÝÑ F b THHpBPxnyqtCpk

is nullhomotopic.

We note that the first theorem involves only the cyclotomic Frobenius map, and the
second theorem only the canonical map. We use different techniques to analyze each one.

In order to prove Theorem C, we use a filtration on BPxny to reduce the statement to a
graded version of the Segal conjecture for polynomial algebras over Fp, which we then prove
directly. This is done in §4.

In order to prove Theorem D, we first investigate the S1-spectrum THHpBPxny{MUq of
Hochschild homology relative to MU. This spectrum is much simpler to understand because
of the following analog of Bökstedt’s periodicity theorem:

Theorem E (Polynomial THH). The ring THHpBPxny{MUq˚ is polynomial over π˚BPxny
on even-degree generators, one of which can be chosen to be the double-suspension class
σ2vn`1. (For the definition of double-suspension classes, see A.2.4.)

We may take advantage of the circle action on THH to shift the class σ2vn`1 down to a
class detecting vn`1. More precisely, we prove:
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Theorem F (Detection). There is an isomorphism of Zppqrv1, ..., vns-algebras

π˚pTHHpBPxny{MUqhS
1

q – pπ˚THHpBPxny{MUqq JtK,

where |t| “ ´2. This isomorphism can be chosen such that, under the unit map

π˚pMUhS1

ppq q Ñ π˚pTHHpBPxny{MUqhS
1

q,

the canonical complex orientation maps to t and vn`1 is sent to tpσ2vn`1q.

Theorem F already implies the following weak form of redshift:

Corollary. (Corollary 5.0.2) LKpn`1qKpBPxnyq is nonzero.

Finally, in order to prove Theorem D, we must descend information along the S1-
equivariant map

THHpBPxnyq Ñ THHpBPxny{MUq.

In §6, we study this descent spectral sequence after tensoring with a type n ` 1 complex.
Using this information we are able to understand enough about the homotopy and Tate fixed
point spectral sequences associated to THHpBPxnyq to prove a weak form of the Canonical
Vanishing Theorem. As explained to us by an anonymous referee, and proven in §3, this weak
form of canonical vanishing together with the Segal conjecture is enough to prove the strong
form of canonical vanishing as well as the main theorem. In fact, we establish the following
result, which is equivalent to the combination of Theorems C and D and also directly implies
Theorem B.

Theorem G (Bounded TR). For any type n ` 2 complex F , the spectrum F b TRpBPxnyq
is bounded.

For a review of the functor TR, see §3.2.

Remarks on the Multiplication Theorem

As pointed out by Morava, BPxny may be equipped with different homotopy ring structures
[Mor89]. Our redshift arguments only apply to forms of BPxny that are E3-BP-algebras,
which we guarantee to exist by Theorem A. To check whether previously studied forms of
BPxny admit such structure, there is a convenient criterion due to Basterra and Mandell:

Remark 1.0.1. Suppose that a form of BPxny is equipped with an E4-algebra structure.
Then there are no obstructions to producing an E4-ring map from BP to BPxny [BM13,
Corollary 4.4 and Lemma 5.1]. Any such E4-map is the unit of an E3-BP-algebra structure,
allowing us to apply Theorem B.

Example 1.0.2. At p “ 2 connective complex K-theory is an E8 form of BPx1y, and it
follows that Kpku^

2 q^
2 is of fp-type 2. Even the non-vanishing of LKp2q Kpkuq was previously

known only for p ě 5 [AR02].
Similarly, we can deduce at p “ 2 that Kptmf1p3q^

2 q^
2 is of fp-type 3, since tmf1p3q is the

Lawson–Naumann E8 form of BPx2y [LN12]. Applying algebraic K-theory to the E8-ring
map tmf Ñ tmf1p3q, we conclude that LKp3q Kptmfq ‰ 0.
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Remark 1.0.3. Our methods may help to prove that the algebraic K-theories of many other
height n rings are not Kpn`1q-acyclic, especially when combined with the descent and purity
results of [CMNN20, LMMT20]. For example, at the prime 3 these results imply that the
non-vanishing of LKp2q Kpkuq is equivalent to the non-vanishing of LKp2q Kpkoq (cf. [Aus05]),
and the latter follows from the fact that 3-localized ko is an E8 form of BPx1y.

To give context to Theorem A, the question of whether BPxny can be made E8 was once
a major open problem in algebraic topology [May75]. In breakthrough work, Tyler Lawson
[Law18] and Andrew Senger [Sen17] showed this to be impossible whenever n ě 4.

While the nonexistence of structure is of great theoretical interest, it is the presence of
structure that powers additional computations. For example, in this work we use the E3-
algebra structure guaranteed by Theorem A in order to prove the Polynomial THH Theorem
(2.5.3), which is the key computational input to many of the remaining results of the paper.
Our proof of Theorem A relies on a number of ideas that we have not discussed so far: see
§2.1 for an outline of the proof of Theorem A.

Remark 1.0.4. Prior to our work, other authors had succeeded in equipping BPxny with
additional structure. Notably, Baker and Jeanneret produced E1-ring structures [BJ02]
(cf. [Laz01, Ang08]), and Richter produced Robinson p2p ´ 1q-stage structures on related
Johnson–Wilson theories [Ric06]. Lawson and Naumann equipped BPx2y with E8-structure
at the prime 2 [LN12], and Hill and Lawson produced an E8 form of BPx2y at p “ 3 [HL10].

Remark 1.0.5. Basterra and Mandell proved that BP admits a unique E4-algebra structure,
a fact which is necessary to make sense of E3-BP-algebras [BM13]. They also show that BP
is an E4-algebra retract of MUppq, so a p-local E3-MU-algebra inherits an E3-BP-algebra
structure. Our proof of Theorem A most naturally produces an E3-MU-algebra structure
on BPxny. In fact, if one also formulates Theorem B in terms of E3-MU-algebra structures,
then none of the statements or proofs in this paper rely on [BM13].

Remark 1.0.6. It is not surprising that E3-algebra structure on BPxny is useful in the
proof of redshift. As far back as 2000, Ausoni and Rognes observed that redshift could be
proved whenever BPxny is E8 and the Smith–Toda complex V pnq exists as a homotopy ring
spectrum [Rog00]. Unfortunately, both of these hypotheses are known to generically fail
[Nav10, Law18].

Open Questions

Our work leaves open many natural questions, chief of which is to determine the homotopy
type of KpBPxnyq. Since we show this homotopy type to be closely related to its localization
L
f
n`1KpBPxnyq, one might hope to assemble an understanding via chromatic fracture squares

(c.f. [AR12b]). We would also like to highlight:

Question 1.0.7. For what ring spectra R, other than R “ BPxny, is it possible to prove a
version of the Segal conjecture?
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Question 1.0.8. For what ring spectra R, other than R “ BPxny, is it possible to prove a
version of the Canonical Vanishing theorem?

While variants of the Segal conjecture have received much study (see Section 4 for some
history), the Canonical Vanishing result does not seem as widely analyzed. It seems plausible
that a ring R might satisfy Canonical Vanishing but not the Segal conjecture, or vice versa.

Question 1.0.9. What ring spectra R, other than R “ BPxny, satisfy redshift, or various
less precise forms of the Lichtenbaum–Quillen conjecture?

For an arbitrary BPxny-algebra R satisfying the Segal conjecture, Akhil Mathew has
deduced (given our work here) various Lichtenbaum–Quillen statements. He has graciously
allowed us to reproduce his results at the end of §3.3.

Remark 1.0.10. Redshift for E1-rings that are far from complex oriented remains mysteri-
ous. For some intriguing results in this direction, see the work of Angelini-Knoll and Quigley
[AKQ20] on the family of spectra ypnq.

One would also like to make many of the above results effective, rather than asserting an
isomorphism in degrees above an unspecified dimension. Especially the following question is
interesting, since it does not depend on a choice of a finite complex:

Question 1.0.11. In precisely what range of degrees is the map

KpBPxnyqppq Ñ L
f
n`1KpBPxnyqppq

a π˚-isomorphism?

Theorem A proves that some form of BPxny admits an E3-BP-algebra structure, and it
remains an interesting open question to determine exactly which forms admit such structure.

Question 1.0.12. Which forms of BPxny admit an E3-BP-algebra structure? Which of
these can be built by the procedure in §2?

The subtleties behind Question 1.0.12 are indicated by work of Strickland [Str99, Remark
6.5], who observed at p “ 2 that neither the Hazewinkel or Araki generators may be used as
generators in Theorem A.

Remark 1.0.13. We suspect that our E3-algebra structure will be of use in additional
computations. For example, Ausoni and Richter give an elegant formula for the THH of
a height 2 Johnson–Wilson theory, under the assumption that the theory can be made E3

[AR20]. Our result does not directly feed into their work, for the simple reason that they
use a form of BPx2yrv´1

2 s specified by the Honda formal group. It seems unlikely that their
theorem relies essentially on this choice.

Remark 1.0.14. By imitating our construction of an E3-MU-algebra structure on BPxny,
we suspect one could produce an E2σ`1-MUR-algebra structure on BPxnyR. As a result, the
fixed points BPxnyC2

R would acquire an E1-ring structure. At the moment, these fixed points
are not even known to be homotopy associative [KLW18].
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Conventions and notation

• We work in the setting of 8-categories as used in [Lur17]. We will say category and
groupoid instead of 8-category and 8-groupoid. We will denote by MapCpX, Y q the
mapping space between objects X, Y P C.

• We let Sp denote the category of spectra.

• If C is enriched over a category A we denote by mapCpX, Y q the morphism object
associated to a pair of objects X, Y P C. For example, if C is stable then it is canonically
enriched over Sp, and we use mapCpX, Y q to denote the internal mapping spectrum.
In cases below where C is stable and canonically enriched over ModR for some E8-ring
no confusion should arise because the underlying spectrum of the morphism object in
R-modules will agree with the morphism object in spectra.

• We do not distinguish between a space and its corresponding groupoid; in particular,
we will speak about functors X Ñ C where X is a space and C is a category.

• If M is a (discrete) module over a (discrete) ring R with elements x, y P M , then we
write x

.
“ y to mean that x “ λy where λ is a unit in R.

• If C is a category and G is a (possibly topological) group then the category of objects
of C with G-action is the functor category FunpBG,Cq. When C “ Sp we will
sometimes refer to these objects as G-spectra. The theory of ‘genuine G-spectra’ is
not used in this paper, so there should be no confusion.

• Our conventions on grading spectral sequences associated to towers differs from the
usual one, since we prefer to begin our spectral sequences at the second page. See §C.1.
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• If C is a stable category equipped with a t-structure, we say that an object X P C is
bounded above if X “ τďdX for some d P Z. We say that X is bounded below if
X “ τědX for some d P Z. We say that a map f : X Ñ Y is truncated if the fiber of
f is bounded above.

• If A is an E1-R-algebra where R is an E8-ring, we denote by THHpA{Rq the R-module
A bAbAop A.

• Our conventions on cyclotomic spectra differ somewhat from those in [NS18] since we
are only interested in constructions with p-complete spectra. See §3.2 for a discussion.

2 The Multiplication Theorem

We begin by giving a more precise formulation of Theorem A. Recall that there is a canonical
inclusion [Qui69],

BP˚ Ñ pMUppqq˚,

classifying the p-typification of the universal formal group law. We will write txiuiě0 for
a choice of indecomposable polynomial generators of pMUppqq˚, with |xi| “ 2i, such that
the classes txpj´1ujě1 form polynomial generators for BP˚ over Zppq. It will be convenient,
at times, to change these generators, so we do not fix such a choice. We write vj for the
generator xpj´1. By convention we agree that v0 “ p. The following definition may be
compared with [LN12, 3.1 & 3.2].

Definition 2.0.1. Let 1 ď k ď 8 and n ě 0. Let B be a p-local Ek-MU-algebra. We say
that B is an Ek-MU-algebra form of BPxny if the composite

Zppqrv1, ..., vns Ď BP˚ Ď pMUppqq˚ Ñ B˚

is an isomorphism. By convention, we consider Fp as the unique Ek-MU-algebra form of
BPx´1y.

Remark 2.0.2. The subring
Zppqrv1, ..., vns Ď BP˚

is equal to the subring generated by all elements of degree at most 2pn ´ 2, and hence is
independent of our choice of polynomial generators. It follows that the definition of an
Ek-MU-algebra form of BPxny also does not depend on this choice.

Example 2.0.3. For any k ě 1, there is a unique Ek-MU-algebra form of BPx0y, which is
the p-local integers Zppq. The Adams summand ℓ of kuppq can be equipped with an E8-MU-
algebra structure, which makes ℓ into an E8-MU-algebra form of BPx1y.

We will now relate the notion of a form of BPxny to the quotients in Theorem A.

9



Notation 2.0.4. Let J Ď Zě0 be an indexing set, and tzjujPJ a sequence of elements in
π˚MUppq. Define

MUppq{pzj : j P Jq :“ colim
m

â
jPJ,jďm

MUppq{zj ,

where the tensor product is taken over MUppq, and MUppq{zj is defined by the cofiber sequence

Σ|zj |MUppq
zj
Ñ MUppq Ñ MUppq{zj .

Lemma 2.0.5. If B is an E1-MU-algebra form of BPxny, then there is a choice of indecom-
posable generators xj P π2jMUppq, j ě 1, and an extension of the unit map ι : MUppq Ñ B to
an equivalence of MU-modules

`
MUppq{pxj : j ‰ pi ´ 1, 1 ď i ď nq

˘
» B.

Proof. Let x1
j be any choice of indecomposable generators such that px1

p´1, x
1
p2´1, ..., x

1
pn´1q “

pv1, ..., vnq. By definition, if j ‰ pi ´ 1 for 1 ď i ď n, then ιpx1
jq “ fjpv1, ..., vnq for some

polynomial fj with coefficients in Zppq. Define

xj :“

#
x1
j j “ pi ´ 1, 1 ď i ď n,

x1
j ´ fjpxp´1, ..., xpn´1q else.

Then txju gives a new set of indecomposable generators for π˚MUppq with the property that
ιpxjq “ 0 when j ‰ pi ´ 1 for some 1 ď i ď n. We may then construct maps

â

jďm,j‰pi´1,1ďiďn

MUppq{xj Ñ
â

jďm,j‰pi´1,1ďiďn

B Ñ B

where the second map is the multiplication on B. Passing to the colimit gives the desired
equivalence

MUppq{pxj : j ‰ pi ´ 1, 1 ď i ď nq Ñ B.

It follows from the above lemma and Remark 1.0.5 that Theorem A is a consequence of
the following theorem, which will be the main result of this section:

Theorem 2.0.6. For all n ě ´1, there exists an E3-MU-algebra form of BPxny.

Remark 2.0.7. There are only a few results from Section 2 which will be needed later in the
paper. In addition to Theorem 2.0.6, the reader interested in redshift need only understand
Proposition 2.5.3 and Theorem 2.5.4.
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2.1 Outline of the Proof

For ease of exposition, we will not take care in this outline to distinguish between different
forms of BPxny. Our proof of Theorem 2.0.6 proceeds by induction on n: assuming that
BPxny is an E3-MU-algebra, we will construct BPxn ` 1y as an E3-MU-algebra.

Consider the tower of MU-modules:

BPxn ` 1y Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ BPxn ` 1y{pvkn`1q Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ BPxny.

By our inductive hypothesis, the base of the tower, BPxny, has been refined to an E3-MU-
algebra. One possible way to proceed would be to inductively equip each BPxn ` 1y{pvkn`1q
with an E3-MU-algebra structure. Unfortunately, this would involve understanding the E3-
MU-algebra cotangent complex of BPxn` 1y{pvkn`1q, which becomes increasingly difficult to
control as k grows.

Instead, we will make a stronger inductive hypothesis. As we review in §2.6, there are
E8-MU-algebras MUrys{pykq refining the truncated polynomial algebras MU˚rys{pykq, where
|y| “ 2pn`1 ´2. We will induct on k to build BPxn`1y{pvkn`1q as an E3-MUrys{pykq-algebra.
Taking a limit, we produce BPxn ` 1y as an E3-MUrys-algebra, where y acts by vn`1.

In §2.2 and §2.3 we review some background in deformation theory. In §2.4 and §2.5
we make the key non-formal computations of enveloping algebras and cotangent complexes,
which ultimately rest on Steinberger’s computation of the action of Dyer-Lashof operations
on the dual Steenrod algebra and on Kochman’s computation of the action of Dyer-Lashof
operations on the homology of BU. Finally, in §2.6, we put the pieces together and prove
Theorem 2.0.6.

Remark 2.1.1. Our original argument, appearing in a preprint version of this paper, relied
on the theory of centers and some manipulations with Koszul duality. We are extremely
grateful to the first referee for explaining how our two uses of Koszul duality ‘cancel each
other out,’ suggesting the more intuitive argument sketched above.

Remark 2.1.2. Our argument constructs BPxn ` 1y as an E3-MUrys-algebra, where y

acts by vn`1, but we remember BPxn ` 1y only as an E3-MU-algebra when constructing
BPxn ` 2y. One might wonder whether, with more care, it is possible to construct BPxny
as an E3-MUry0, y1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , yns-algebra, where yi acts as vi. In fact, this is not possible, even
when n “ 1. If ℓ were an E3-MUry0s-algebra, tensoring over MUry0s with the augmentation
MUry0s Ñ MU would construct ℓ{p “ kp1q as an E3-algebra. However, any E2-algebra with
p “ 0 in its homotopy groups must be an Fp-module [MNN15, Theorem 4.18].

2.2 Background: Operadic Modules and Enveloping Algebras

Fix an En`1-algebra k and let C “ LModk. If A P AlgEn
pCq is an En-algebra, then we

can define an En-monoidal category, ModEn

A pCq, of En-A-modules ([Lur17, 3.3.3.9]). The
relevance of this category in our case is the equivalence of ModEn

A pCq ([Lur17, 7.3.4.14]) with
the tangent category SppAlgEn

pCq{Aq controlling deformations of A (see Recollection 2.3.1).

11



It follows from [Lur17, 7.1.2.1] that we have an equivalence

ModEn

A pCq » LModUpnqpAq,

where UpnqpAq, the En-k-enveloping algebra of A, is the endomorphism algebra spectrum of
the free En-A-module on k.

Remark 2.2.1. It follows from [Lur17, 4.8.5.11] that the assignment B ÞÑ Upn´jqpBq is a
lax Ej-monoidal functor of B. In particular, if A is an En-algebra in C, then U

pn´jqpAq has
a canonical Ej`1-algebra structure.

We will need the following standard fact:

Proposition 2.2.2. There is a canonical equivalence of algebras:

U
pnqpAq » A bUpn´1qpAq A

op,

where Aop denotes A regarded as an E1-U
pn´1qpAq-algebra with its opposite multiplication.

Proof. The enveloping algebra is obtained by taking the endomorphism algebra of a free
object. So it suffices, by [Lur17, 4.8.5.11, 4.8.5.16], to provide an equivalence:

ModEn

A pCq » LModApCq b
Mod

En´1

A pCq
RModApCq.

By [Lur17, 4.8.4.6,4.3.2.7], we may identify the right hand side as a category of bimodules:

LModApCq b
Mod

En´1

A pCq
RModApCq » BModApMod

En´1

A pCqq.

The result now follows from [HNP19, 1.0.4] by taking tangent categories at A of the equiv-
alence ([Lur17, 5.1.2.2]):

AlgEn
pCq » AlgE1

pAlgEn´1
pCqq.

Remark 2.2.3. One can use this result and induction on n to prove that there is an equiv-
alence

U
pnqpAq »

ż

Rn´t0u

A

of the enveloping algebra with the factorization homology of A over Rn ´ t0u.

2.3 Background: Deformation Theory

In this section we will review the obstruction theory for deforming an algebra over a square-
zero extension. Throughout, if f : S Ñ S 1 is a map of E8-rings, we will denote by f˚ the
induced functor S 1 bS p´q and by f˚ the restriction of scalars along f , to emphasize the
dependence on f .

In this section we will be using the cotangent complex formalism as in [Lur17, §7.3],
which we briefly review now.

12



Recollection 2.3.1. If C is a presentable category, then there is a cocartesian fibration
TC Ñ C whose fiber over A P C is given by the stabilization SppC{Aq. If M P SppC{Aq then
we will denote by A ‘ M the image of M under the functor Ω8 : SppC{Aq Ñ C{A, and we
will refer to this object as the trivial square-zero extension of A by M . The cotangent

complex of A, denoted LA, is the image of idA under the adjoint Σ8
` : C{A Ñ SppC{Aq, so

that
MapSppC{AqpLA,Mq » MapC{A

pA,A ‘ Mq.

Given η : LA Ñ M we will refer to the adjoint map dη : A Ñ A ‘ M as the derivation

classified by η. Given such a derivation, we may form the pullback

Aη //

��

A

d0
��

A
dη

// A ‘ M

where d0 is classified by the zero map 0 : LA Ñ M . We refer to Aη as the square-zero

extension classified by η.
In the special case C “ AlgEm

pDq, where D is a stable and presentably Em-monoidal
category, there is a canonical equivalence [Lur17, Theorem 7.3.4.13] SppAlgEm

pDq{Aq »

ModEm

A pDq with the category of Em-A-modules. (When m “ 8 this is equivalent to the
ordinary category of A-modules.) We denote LA by LEm

A , and further decorate it as LEm

A{R in
the setting where D “ ModR for an E8-ring R.

We now turn to the problem of classifying algebras over square-zero extensions. Let R be
a connective E8-ring and I a connective R-module. Let η : LR Ñ ΣI be a map of R-modules
from the E8-cotangent complex of R to ΣI, and denote by Rη the corresponding square-zero
extension. By definition, this sits in a pullback diagram

Rη //

��

R

d0
��

R
d

// R ‘ ΣI

where d is adjoint to η and d0 is the trivial derivation.

Recollection 2.3.2. If S is a connective E8-ring, we will denote by ModcnS the category of
connective S-modules. By [Lur18, Theorem 16.2.0.2], the pullback diagram above induces a
symmetric monoidal equivalence

ModcnRη

»
ÝÑ ModcnR ˆModcnR‘ΣI

ModcnR ,

and hence an equivalence upon taking categories of Em-algebras:

AlgEm
pModcnRηq

»
ÝÑ AlgEm

pModcnR q ˆAlgEm pModcnR‘ΣIq AlgEm
pModcnR q.

Denoting an element in the target by pA,B, α : d˚A » d˚
0Bq, the inverse to this equivalence

is implemented by the functor pA,B, αq ÞÑ A ˆd˚A B.
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Lemma 2.3.3. Suppose η “ 0 classifies the trivial derivation, so that Rη “ R‘I and d “ d0.
Then AlgEm

pModcnRηq is equivalent to the category of pairs pA, ρ : LEm

A{R Ñ A bR ΣIq where A

is a connective Em-R-algebra and ρ is a map of Em-A-modules. Under this equivalence, the
Em-R

η-algebra corresponding to pA, ρq has underlying Em-R-algebra given by the square-zero
extension classified by ρ.

Proof. By Recollection 2.3.2, the category of connective Em-R
η-algebras is equivalent to

the category of triples pA,B, α : A bR pR ‘ ΣIq » B bR pR ‘ ΣIqq, where A and B are
connective Em-R-algebras and α is an equivalence. Since d0 is a section of the projection
p : R ‘ ΣI Ñ R, we have a canonical equivalence p˚d˚

0A “ A. It follows that this category
of triples is equivalent to the subcategory where A “ B, so we are left with understanding
automorphisms of the Em-pR ‘ ΣIq-algebra A bR pR ‘ ΣIq “ d˚

0A. By adjunction, this is
equivalent to understanding the space of Em-R-algebra sections of the projection

pd0q˚d
˚
0A “ A bR pR ‘ ΣIq Ñ pd0q˚p˚p

˚d˚
0A “ A.

If A is an Em-R-algebra, then A bR pR ‘ ΣIq is canonically a spectrum object in
AlgEm

pModRq{A with deloopings given by AbR pR ‘Σj`1Iq. In other words, A bR pR ‘ ΣIq
is a trivial square-zero extension of A by A bR ΣI. The result now follows by the universal
property of the cotangent complex.

Construction 2.3.4. Returning to the case of a general square-zero extension Rη, suppose
that A is an Em-R-algebra. Then d˚A is an Em-pR ‘ ΣIq-algebra. Moreover, since d is a
section of the projection map, base changing d˚A along R ‘ ΣI Ñ R recovers A. By the
previous lemma (applied to the trivial square-zero extension R‘ΣI rather than R‘ I), the
Em-pR ‘ ΣIq-algebra d˚A is determined by a pair pA, opAq : LEm

A{R Ñ A bR Σ2Iq. We refer

to opAq as the obstruction class for deforming A. Though it is not indicated in the
notation, this class also depends on η.

Definition 2.3.5. Let R and Rη be as above, and let A be a connective Em-R-algebra.
Define the category of lifts of A by the pullback:

LiftspAq //

��

tAu

��

AlgEm
pModcnRηq // AlgEm

pModcnR q

Proposition 2.3.6. The category LiftspAq is a groupoid equivalent to the space of nullho-
motopies of the Em-A-module map opAq : LEm

A{R Ñ A bR Σ2I. In particular:

(i) There exists an Em-R
η-algebra rA such that rA bRη R » A if and only if opAq is nullho-

motopic.

(ii) If opAq is nullhomotopic then the space LiftspAq is equivalent to

Map
Mod

Em
A pModRqpL

Em

A{R, A bR ΣIq.
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Proof. By Recollection 2.3.2 and the definition of the category of lifts, each square in the
rectangle below

LiftspAq //

��

tAu

��

AlgEm
pModcnRηq //

��

AlgEm
pModcnR q

��

AlgEm
pModcnR q // AlgEm

pModcnR‘ΣIq

is a pullback. Thus LiftspAq is equivalent to the category of pairs pB, d˚B » d˚
0Aq, where B is

a connective Em-R-algebra, d is the derivation classified by η, and d0 is the trivial derivation.
Let p : R ‘ ΣI Ñ R be the projection so that p ˝ d “ p ˝ d0 “ idR. By Lemma 2.3.3, an
equivalence d˚B » d˚

0A corresponds to an equivalence B “ p˚d˚B » p˚d˚
0A “ A together

with a homotopy between the two resulting maps LEm

A{R Ñ A bR ΣI. Again, we may restrict
to the equivalent subcategory with A “ B, and we have arrived at an equivalence between
LiftspAq and the category of homotopies between opAq, which yields d˚A, and the zero map,
which yields d˚

0A. This completes the proof.

2.4 Grounding the Induction

The purpose of this section is to compute the higher MU-enveloping algebras of Fp. This
will allow us to resolve extension problems when computing the E3-MU-cotangent complex
of BPxny during the inductive step.

In the course of this computation we will make use of the Kudo-Araki-Dyer-Lashof op-
erations [BMMS86], which are natural maps of spectra (see, e.g., [SGTL20]) for any E8-Fp-
algebra, A, #

Qi : A Ñ Σ´2ipp´1qA p ą 2

Qi : A Ñ Σ´iA p “ 2

We will also use the suspension operation σ discussed in §A.

Lemma 2.4.1. The E1-MU-enveloping algebra of Fp has homotopy given by

π˚U
p1q
MUpFpq » Λpσvi : i ě 0q bFp Λpσxj : j ‰ pk ´ 1q.

When regarded as an E8-Fp-algebra via the map2 idFp b 1 : Fp Ñ Fp bMU Fp, we have the

2We make this choice for definiteness, but it does not have a significant effect on our computations. Indeed,

once k ě 2, there is a canonical E8-Fp-algebra structure on U
pkq
MU

pFpq “
ş
Rk´t0u

Fp up to equivalence, since

Rk ´ t0u is connected.
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identities:

Qpiσvi
.
“ σvi`1, p ą 2

Q2i`1

σvi
.
“ σvi`1 p “ 2

Qj`1σxj
.
“ σxjp`p´1,mod decomposables p ą 2

Q2j`2σxj
.
“ σxjp`p´1,mod decomposables p “ 2

Proof. The algebra structure follows from [Ang08, Proposition 3.6]. To compute the action
of the operations we use the two E8-maps:

Fp b Fp
f

Ñ Fp bMU Fp
g

Ñ Fp bFpbMU Fp

We have fpτ iq
.

“ σvi (independently of our choice of vi) and gpσxjq “ σbj , where bj is the
Hurewicz image of xj (for j ‰ pk ´ 1). The first identity now follows from Steinberger’s
calculation [BMMS86, III.2] that

Qpiτ i “ τ i`1,

(and the analogous result at p “ 2). For the second identity, first recall that the Thom
isomorphism is an equivalence

Fp b MU » Fp b BU`

of E8-Fp-algebras, and hence we have an equivalence

Fp bFpbMU Fp » Fp bFpbBU` Fp » Fp b B2U`.

of E8-Fp-algebras.
Since Σ8

` is symmetric monoidal, the canonical map Σ8
` pΩXq Ñ ΩΣ8

`X is a map of
nonunital E8-algebras for any E8-space X . In particular, taking X “ B2U , we see that
the homology suspension H˚pBU;Fpq Ñ H˚`1pB

2U ;Fpq preserves Dyer-Lashof operations.
The result now follows from Kochman’s computation [Koc73, Theorem 6] of the action of
Dyer-Lashof operations on H˚pBUq.

The previous lemma implies that the Künneth spectral sequence for U
p2q
MUpFpq collapses

at the E2 term, which is a divided power algebra:

E2 “ E8 “ Γtσ2vi, σ
2xj : i ě 0, j ‰ pk ´ 1u ñ π˚pFp b

U
p1q
MU

pFpq
Fpq “ π˚U

p2q
MUpFpq.

Here we recall that, in the bar complex computing TorΛpzqpFp,Fpq, the class γpipσzq,
where i ě 0, is represented by the element

z b z b ¨ ¨ ¨ b z P Λpzqbpi.

Proposition 2.4.2. There are nontrivial multiplicative extensions in the bar spectral se-
quence for U

p2q
MUpFpq as follows:
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(i) If w0,i P π˚U
p2q
MUpFpq is detected by the divided power γpipσ

2v0q, then w
pj

0,i is detected by
γpipσ

2vjq, up to a unit.

(ii) If yj,i P π˚U
p2q
MUpFpq is detected by the divided power γpipσ

2xjq, then y
p
j,i is detected by

γpipσ
2xjp`p´1q, up to a unit.

In particular, the homotopy groups of U
p2q
MUpFpq are polynomial on even dimensional

classes, one of which can be chosen to be σ2v0.

Proof. This follows from the computation of power operations in the previous lemma by
applying [BM13, Theorem 3.6] to the standard representatives of divided powers in the bar
complex.

Remark 2.4.3. From the equivalence U
p2q
MUpFpq » THHpFp{MUq, we deduce the crucial fact

that the homotopy groups of THHpFp{MUq are polynomial. An anonymous referee points
out that one may also deduce this from Bökstedt’s perioidicity theorem, as we now sketch.
We have THHpFp{MUq » THHpFpq bTHHpMUq MU. By Bökstedt’s theorem, π˚THHpFpq is
polynomial, and one is reduced to proving that Fp bTHHpMUq MU has polynomial homotopy.
By a Thom spectrum argument [BCS10], this spectrum is equivalent to Fp b BSU`, which
is known to have polynomial homotopy groups.

Proposition 2.4.4. The E3-MU-enveloping algebra of Fp has homotopy given by an exterior
algebra on odd dimensional generators, one of which can be chosen to be σ3v0.

Proof. Immediate from [Ang08, Proposition 3.6].

The spectral sequence

Ext
π˚U

p3q
MU

pFpq
pFp,Fpq ñ π˚map

U
p3q
MU

pFpq
pFp,Fpq

then immediately collapses with no possible Fp-algebra extensions, and so proves:

Theorem 2.4.5. The spectrum map
U

p3q
MU

pFpq
pFp,Fpq has homotopy given by a polynomial al-

gebra on even degree generators.

2.5 Computation at the inductive step

In this section, we will assume that we have constructed an E3-MU-algebra form of BPxny,
and simply denote it by BPxny. We will also choose our polynomial generators for π˚pMUppqq
in such a way that kerppMU˚qppq Ñ BPxny˚q is generated by the vi with i ě n ` 1 and by
the xj with j ‰ pk ´ 1.

Remark 2.5.1. If R is a p-local Ek-MU-algebra, then, with notation as in §A,
ş
M
R, for any

nonempty k-manifold M , can be computed in MUppq-modules instead of MU-modules. We
may therefore make sense of the suspension operations from §A for elements in π˚pcofibpMUppq Ñ
Rqq, rather than just elements of π˚pcofibpMU Ñ Rqq.
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Lemma 2.5.2. The E1-MU-enveloping algebra of BPxny has homotopy given, as a BPxny˚-
algebra, by:

π˚U
p1q
MUpBPxnyq » ΛBPxny˚pσvi : i ě n ` 1q bBPxny˚ ΛBPxny˚pσxj : j ‰ pk ´ 1q.

Proof. Immediate from [Ang08, Proposition 3.6].

It follows that the bar spectral sequence for π˚U
p2q
MUpBPxnyq collapses to a divided power

algebra on even classes:

E2 “ E8 “ ΓBPxny˚pσ2vi : i ě n ` 1q bBPxny˚ ΓBPxny˚pσ2xj : j ‰ pk ´ 1q.

Proposition 2.5.3. For i ě 0, choose any lift wn`1,i of the class γpipσ
2vn`1q. For j ı

´1 mod p and i ě 0, choose any lift yj,i of γpipσ
2xjq. The E2-MU-enveloping algebra of

BPxny has homotopy given, as a BPxny˚-algebra, by

π˚U
p2q
MUpBPxnyq » BPxny˚rwn`1,i : i ě 0s bBPxny˚ BPxny˚ryj,i : j ı ´1 mod p, i ě 0, j ě 1s.

Moreover, we may choose wn`1,0 “ σ2vn`1.

Proof. Since BPxny is an E3-MU-algebra, the enveloping algebra U
p2q
MUpBPxnyq is an E2-

algebra (see Remark 2.2.1) and, in particular, its homotopy groups are a graded commutative
algebra. Thus, our choice of elements wn`1,i and yj,i extend to a map

f : BPxny˚rwn`1,i : i ě 0sbBPxny˚BPxny˚ryj,i : j ı ´1 mod p, i ě 0, j ě 1s Ñ π˚U
p2q
MUpBPxnyq

which we would like to be an isomorphism. From the bar spectral sequence we already know
that π˚U

p2q
MUpBPxnyq is a connective, free BPxny˚-module with finitely many generators in

each degree. It suffices from this and a dimension count to prove that f is injective modulo
pp, v1, ..., vnq.

But now observe that the map

π˚U
p2q
MUpBPxnyq{pp, v1, ..., vnq ÝÑ π˚U

p2q
MUpFpq

is injective by our previous calculation of the target and naturality of the bar spectral
sequence, since it is so on the E8-page of the bar spectral sequence. The result now follows
by Proposition 2.4.2.

Since U
p2q
MUpBPxnyq coincides with THHpBPxny{MUq as an E1-algebra, this is also the

computation of Hochschild homology given in the introduction:

Theorem 2.5.4 (Polynomial THH). There is an isomorphism of BPxny˚-algebras

THHpBPxny{MUq˚ » BPxny˚rwn`1,i : i ě 0sbBPxny˚BPxny˚ryj,i : j ı ´1 mod p, i ě 0, j ě 1s.

Moreover, we may take wn`1,0 “ σ2vn`1.
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Again, it follows from [Ang08, Proposition 3.6] that the E3-MU-enveloping algebra has
homotopy given by an exterior algebra, and hence that the spectral sequence

Ext
π˚U

p3q
MU

pBPxnyq
pBPxny˚,BPxny˚q ñ π˚map

U
p3q
MU

pBPxnyq
pBPxny,BPxnyq

collapses at the E2 page. This proves:

Theorem 2.5.5. The spectrum map
U

p3q
MU

pBPxnyq
pBPxny,BPxnyq has homotopy groups isomor-

phic to a polynomial algebra over Zppqrv1, ..., vns on even degree generators. In particular, the
homotopy groups are concentrated in even degrees.

For the purposes of our obstruction theory argument, we will require the following closely
related statement:

Proposition 2.5.6. Let LE3

BPxny{MU
denote the E3-MU-algebra cotangent complex of BPxny.

Let I denote the fiber fibpMUppq Ñ BPxnyq.

(i) The groups π´2kmap
U

p3q
MU

pBPxnyq
pLE3

BPxny{MU
,BPxnyq vanish for k ě 0.

(ii) Let δvn`1 P π˚mapMUpBPxny,BPxnyq denote the BPxny˚-linear dual of the element
σvn`1 with respect to the standard monomial basis of

π˚pBPxny bMU BPxnyq » Λpσvi : i ě n ` 1q bFp Λpσxj : j ‰ pk ´ 1q.

Identifying π˚mapMUpΣI,BPxnyq with the BPxny˚-module summand of
π˚mapMUpBPxny,BPxnyq complementary to the unit, the class δvn`1 lies in the image
of the forgetful map

π˚map
U

p3q
MU

pBPxnyq
pLE3

BPxny{MU
,BPxnyq ÝÑ π˚mapMUpΣI,BPxnyq.

Proof. By [Lur17, Theorem 7.3.5.1], we have a cofiber sequence of U
p3q
MUpBPxnyq-modules

U
p3q
MUpBPxnyq Ñ BPxny Ñ Σ3LE3

BPxny{MU
.

Claim (i) then follows by applying the functor map
U

p3q
MU

pBPxnyq
p´,BPxnyq and the previous

theorem. The same reasoning also shows that the spectral sequence

Ext
π˚U

p3q
MU

pBPxnyq
pπ˚L

E3

BPxny{MU
, π˚BPxnyq ñ π˚map

U
p3q
MU

pBPxnyq
pLE3

BPxny{MU
,BPxnyq

collapses at the E2-page. It will therefore suffice to show that δvn`1 lies in the image of the
following map (which arises from the forgetful functor from E3-algebras to E0-algebras):

Hom
π˚U

p3q
MU

pBPxnyq
pπ˚L

E3

BPxny{MU
, π˚BPxnyq Ñ HomMU˚pπ˚ΣI, π˚BPxnyq.

So we must study the MU˚-module map

π˚ΣI Ñ π˚L
E3

BPxny{MU
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The homotopy groups of the source are given by the suspension of I˚ “ kerpMU˚ Ñ BPxny˚q

while the homotopy groups of the target are given by Σ4J˚ where J˚ “ kerpU
p3q
MUpBPxnyq˚ Ñ

BPxny˚q. Under these identifications, Lemma A.3.2 implies that xj ÞÑ σ3xj for those xj

lying in I˚. By our computation of U
p3q
MUpBPxnyq˚, the subset of nonzero classes of the form

tσ3xju spans an MU˚-module summand of U
p3q
MUpBPxnyq˚. Among these is the nonzero class

σ3vn`1, and the result follows.

2.6 Proof of Theorem A

We will now prove Theorem 2.0.6, and hence Theorem A. We will deduce the theorem as
a consequence of a more precise assertion. In order to state it we will need to recall a
construction.

Construction 2.6.1. Recall that we have an E8-map of spaces

JC : BU ˆ Z Ñ PicpSpq

where the target denotes the Picard space of the category of spectra. Left Kan extension
then yields a symmetric monoidal functor

BU ˆ Z //

��

PicpSpq // Sp

Z

MUrz˘1s

44✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐

We interpret MUrz˘1s as a graded E8-ring. Here the notation is justified by the fact that the
homotopy groups of the underlying spectrum (i.e. the direct sum of the graded components)
are given by MU˚rz˘1s where z is a class in degree 2. For any j P Z we may then construct
a (nonnegatively) graded E8-ring

MUrys : Zě0 Ñ Z
¨j
Ñ Z

MUrz˘1s
Ñ Sp.

Here, the homotopy groups of the underlying spectrum of MUrys are given by MU˚rys where
|y| “ 2j. By Lemma B.0.6, we may write MUrys as the limit of a tower of E8-MU-algebra
square-zero extensions

MUrys Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ MUrys{pykq Ñ MUrys{pyk´1q Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ MU

When j ą 0, this is also a limit diagram of underlying E8-MU-algebras and square-zero
extensions thereof. In our work below, we regard MUrys and MUrys{pykq as ungraded E8-
MU-algebras.

Proposition 2.6.2. Fix n ě ´1 and let B be any E3-MU-algebra form of BPxny. Then
there exists a sequence of maps

¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Bk Ñ Bk´1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨B1 “ B

where:
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(a) Bk is given the structure of an E3-MUrys{pykq-algebra, where |y| “ 2pn`1 ´ 2.

(b) each map Bk Ñ Bk´1 is given the structure of a map of E3-MUrys{pykq-algebras,

and such that the following properties are satisfied:

(i) Each map Bk Ñ Bk´1 induces an equivalence of E3-MUrys{pykq-algebras

MUrys{pyk´1q bMUrys{pykq Bk
»
Ñ Bk´1.

(ii) The map
B “ B1 Ñ cofibpB2 Ñ B1q » Σ|y|`1B

is detected by δvn`1 in

E2 “ E8 “ Ext˚
MU˚

pB˚, B˚q ñ π˚mapMUpB,Bq.

Proof. First we prove that we can build B2 satisfying (ii). Observe that MUrys{py2q is a
trivial square-zero extension of MU by Σ|y|MU. By Lemma 2.3.3, it suffices to supply a map

LE3

B{MU
Ñ Σ|y|`1BPxny

in ModE3

B pModMUq whose image under the forgetful map

π˚map
U

p3q
MU

pBPxnyq
pLE3

BPxny{MU
,BPxnyq ÝÑ π˚mapMUpfibpMUppq Ñ BPxnyq,BPxnyq.

detects δvn`1. But this is precisely the content of Proposition 2.5.6(ii).
Suppose by induction that we have constructed the algebras Bj for j ď k as in (a) and

(b), satisfying (i) and (ii). By Proposition 2.3.6, the obstruction to building Bk`1 is a map

opBkq : LE3

Bk{pMUrys{pykqq
Ñ Bk bMUrys{pykq Σ

pk`1q|y|`2MU

in ModE3

Bk
pModMUrys{pykqq. Base change along the augmentation MUrys{pykq Ñ MU gives rise

to a functor
ε˚ : ModE3

Bk
pModMUrys{pykqq ÝÑ ModE3

B pModMUq,

where we have used (i) to identify ε˚Bk » B. So the obstruction opBkq is adjoint to a map

LE3

B{MU
Ñ Σpk`1q|y|`2B

in ModE3

B pModMUq. By Proposition 2.5.6(i), any such map is nullhomotopic. This completes
the proof.
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Proof of Theorem 2.0.6. We prove the claim by induction on n ě 1, the cases n “ ´1, 0
being trivial. By induction, suppose there exists an E3-MU-algebra form of BPxny, say B,
and construct a tower as in the previous proposition.

Let rB :“ limBk be the E3-MUrys-algebra at the limit of the tower. We claim that rB is
an E3-MU-algebra form of BPxn ` 1y.

By (i), the associated graded tower is a sum of shifts of B, and we see that

grpπ˚
rBq » B˚rys.

By (ii), the exact sequence of MU˚-modules

0 Ñ Σ|y|B˚
¨y
Ñ π˚B2 Ñ B˚ Ñ 0

corresponds to the class δvn`1, so that y acts by vn`1 on B2. Combining these observations
we see that the composite

Zppqrv1, ..., vn`1s Ñ pMU˚qppq Ñ rB˚

is an isomorphism, which is what we wanted to show.

3 Unraveling Lichtenbaum-Quillen

Having constructed an E3-MU-algebra form of BPxny, we aim in the remainder of the pa-
per to study its p-localized algebraic K-theory spectrum KpBPxnyqppq. The philosophy of
chromatic homotopy theory, together with the vanishing results of [CMNN20], suggests that
we should study KpBPxnyqppq by computing its chromatic localizations LT piqKpBPxnyqppq for

0 ď i ď n ` 1, which assemble into the smashing localization L
f
n`1KpBPxnyqppq. One wants

to know whether the localization L
f
n`1KpBPxnyqppq faithfully reproduces KpBPxnyqppq. This

is far from assured: for example, Quillen proved that KpFpqppq – Zppq, but L
f
0Zppq “ Q.

It turns out, however, that the difference between KpBPxnyqppq and its Lf
n`1 localization

is entirely concentrated in low degrees. In short, in the remainder of the paper we aim to
prove that the localization map KpBPxnyqppq Ñ L

f
n`1KpBPxnyqppq is truncated.

In the case n “ 0, this becomes the classical Lichtenbaum–Quillen conjecture for Zppq,
which is a celebrated theorem of Voevodsky and Rost [Voe03, Voe11]. Our goal is to reduce
the general case to the Voevodsky–Rost theorem. We accomplish this first by leaning on
the Dundas–Goodwillie–McCarthy theorem [DGM13, Theorem 0.0.2], which relates K to the
more computable (p-completed) TC invariant that we review in §3.2. The purpose of this
section is to discuss a general strategy for proving, for any connective E1-ring spectrum R,
that

TCpRq Ñ L
f
n`1TCpRq

is truncated. Future sections of the paper then implement the strategy in the case of R “
BPxny.
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In broad outline, our strategy proceeds as follows. First, following Ausoni and Rognes,
we apply work of Mahowald and Rezk to reduce to proving that π˚pF b TCpRqq is finite
for some type n ` 2 complex F [MR99]. As we will review, TCpRq is constructed from the
simpler invariant THHpRq together with two pieces of structure, a cyclotomic Frobenius and
a circle action. One of the main observations of this paper is that, while the definition of
TC mixes these structures by taking S1 fixed points of the Frobenius, it actually suffices to
study the two structures independently.

We reduce the problem of checking that π˚pF b TCpRqq is bounded to checking that
THHpRq satisfies the Segal conjecture, which is purely about the Frobenius, and that THHpRq
satisfies canonical vanishing, which is purely about the S1 action.

These two properties of THHpRq together imply that F bTRpRq is bounded above, and
we thank the third referee for pointing out that they are in fact equivalent to the statement
that F bTRpRq is bounded above. After checking that the homotopy groups πiR are finitely
generated, the statement that F b TRpRq is bounded above implies that π˚pF b TCpRqq is
finite.

The remainder of this section fixes conventions and makes precise the reductions to canon-
ical vanishing and the Segal conjecture: §4 verifies the Segal conjecture for THHpBPxnyq,
while §6 verifies canonical vanishing via entirely different means.

3.1 The work of Mahowald–Rezk

Definition 3.1.1. A p-complete, bounded below spectrum X is said to be fp if H˚pX ;Fpq
is finitely presented over the mod p Steenrod algebra.

Theorem 3.1.2 (Mahowald–Rezk). Suppose that X is an fp spectrum. Then there exists a
non-zero p-local finite complex F such that π˚pX b F q is finite. In other words, X b F has
finitely many non-zero homotopy groups, and πipX b F q is finite for each i.

On the other hand, suppose Y is any bounded below p-complete spectrum. If there exists
a non-zero p-local finite complex F such that π˚pY b F q is finite, then Y is an fp spectrum.

Proof. This is [MR99, Proposition 3.2].

The collection of F such that π˚pX b F q is finite is obviously a thick subcategory. One
says that an fp spectrum X is of fp-type n if π˚pX bF q is infinite when F has type n, but
finite when F has type n` 1. Our key interest in fp spectra comes from the following result
of Mahowald and Rezk:

Theorem 3.1.3 (Mahowald–Rezk). If Y is a spectrum of fp-type n then the localization map
Y Ñ Lf

nY is an equivalence on homotopy in large degrees.

Proof. Mahowald and Rezk [MR99, Theorem 8.2(2)] prove that the fiber C of the map
Y Ñ Lf

nY has Brown-Comenetz dual IC which is bounded below. It follows that C is
bounded above (since, for any abelian group N , if HompN,Q{Zq “ 0 then N “ 0), whence
the claim.
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3.2 Background and conventions on cyclotomic spectra

Definition 3.2.1. A p-typical cyclotomic spectrum X is a p-complete object X P
FunpBS1, Spq equipped with an S1-equivariant map ϕ : X Ñ X tCp , where the action on
the target is via the equivalence S1 – S1{Cp. If X is a bounded below p-typical cyclotomic

spectrum, so that pX tCpqhCpk » X
tC

pk`1 by [NS18, II.4.1], then we define invariants:

TRjpXq :“ X ˆXtCp X
hCp ˆ

X
tC

p2
XhC

p2 ˆ
X

tC
p3

¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ
X

tC
pj
XhC

pj

using the maps ϕhC
pk and the canonical maps from homotopy fixed points to the Tate fixed

points. We define TRpXq “ limj TR
jpXq where the connecting maps

R : TRjpXq Ñ TRj´1pXq

are projection away from the last factor. Observe that each object TRjpXq and the limit
TRpXq has a residual S1-action.

Remark 3.2.2. This is slightly different than the notion of a ‘p-cyclotomic spectrum’ con-
sidered in [NS18]. However, when restricting attention to bounded below and p-complete
objects, as we do here, the two notions coincide (see [NS18, Remark II.1.3]). The defini-
tion above is the same as in [AN21] except that we have added the hypothesis that X be
p-complete.

Definition 3.2.3. If X is a bounded below, p-typical cyclotomic spectrum then we define

TCpXq :“ fibpϕhS1

´ can : XhS1

Ñ X tS1

q.

Remark 3.2.4. There are maps F : TRnpXq Ñ TRn´1pXq corresponding to projecting
away from the first factor and then using the inclusion of each Cpk homotopy fixed points
into the Cpk´1 homotopy fixed points. These assemble to a map F : TRpXq Ñ TRpXq and
the original definition of (p-adic) topological cyclic homology was as the fiber:

fibp1 ´ F : TRpXq Ñ TRpXqq.

It is shown in [NS18, Theorem II.4.10] that this agrees with the definition above.

Remark 3.2.5. Antieau-Nikolaus construct [AN21, Example 3.4] an S1-equivariant map
V : TRpXqhCp Ñ TRpXq which fits into a cofiber sequence

TRpXqhCp

V
Ñ TRpXq Ñ X

of S1-spectra. Thus, one can recover both TCpXq and X from knowledge of TRpXq.

Definition 3.2.6. Suppose that A is a connective E1-ring spectrum. Then THHpAq^
p is

a bounded below p-typical cyclotomic spectrum. We will in this circumstance abbreviate
TRjpTHHpAq^

p q by TRjpAq, and similarly for TRpTHHpAq^
p q and TCpTHHpAq^

p q.
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3.3 Bounds on TR and related conditions on cyclotomic spectra

Definition 3.3.1. Let X be a bounded below p-typical cyclotomic spectrum. We will be
interested in the following conditions on X , which may or may not hold:

• Bounded TR The spectrum TRpXq is bounded.

• Segal Conjecture The Frobenius ϕ : X Ñ X tCp is truncated.

• Canonical Vanishing There is an integer d ě 0 such that the composite

τědpXhC
pk q Ñ X

hC
pk

can
Ñ X

tC
pk

is nullhomotopic for all 0 ď k ď 8.

• Weak Canonical Vanishing There is an integer d ě 0 such that, for ˚ ě d, the map

π˚pcanq : π˚X
hC

pk Ñ π˚X
tC

pk

is zero for all 0 ď k ď 8.

• Tate Nilpotence X tCp lies in the thick tensor ideal of FunpBS1, Spq generated by DS1
`,

the Spanier-Whitehead dual of S1
`.

• Fp Nilpotence TRpXq P FunpBS1, Spq lies in the thick tensor ideal generated by Fp,

where Fp is considered to have trivial S1 action.

• Finiteness For each i P Z and 0 ď k ď 8, the groups πiX
hC

pk and πiX
tC

pk are finite,
and hence so too are the groups πiTCpXq.

As suggested by its name, the Segal Conjecture condition holds particular historical
significance, some of which we recall in Section 4. It turns out that there are many nontrivial
implications between the conditions, summarized by the following theorem:

Theorem 3.3.2. Let X be a bounded below, p-power torsion p-typical cyclotomic spectrum.
That is, we assume there is some N ě 0 for which pN : X Ñ X is nullhomotopic as a map
of p-typical cyclotomic spectra. Then the following implications hold:

(a) (Antieau–Nikolaus) Bounded TR ñ Segal Conjecture .

(b) Bounded TR ñ Fp Nilpotence .

(c) (Mathew) Fp Nilpotence ñ Tate Nilpotence .

(d) If each homotopy group πiX is finite, then Bounded TR ñ Finiteness .
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(e) Segal Conjecture ` Tate Nilpotence ñ Canonical Vanishing .

(f) Segal Conjecture ` Weak Canonical Vanishing ñ Bounded TR .

Remark 3.3.3. We thank the anonymous referee for suggesting both the formulations and
proofs of several of the statements in the above Theorem 3.3.2. Of the statements, paq
appeared in previous work of Antieau and Nikolaus [AN21, Proposition 2.25], and pcq was
communicated to us by Akhil Mathew. We thank both the referee and Mathew for suggesting
that we present their work within this paper.

We postpone the proof of Theorem 3.3.2 to Section 3.5. Let us now describe how we
apply it. The main theorem of the remainder of the paper, stated as Theorem G in the
introduction, is the following:

Theorem 3.3.4. Let BPxny denote any E3-MU-algebra form of BPxny, and suppose that F

is a type n ` 2 complex. Then F b THHpBPxnyq satisfies Bounded TR .

By the thick subcategory theorem of Hopkins and Smith [HS98], Theorem 3.3.4 holds for
an arbitrary type n ` 2 complex F if and only if it holds for some type n ` 2 complex F .
Thus, given Theorem 3.3.2(d,f), we can prove Theorem 3.3.4 by checking the following two
results independently:

Theorem 3.3.5. (see Theorem 4.0.1) For all type n ` 2 complexes F , F b THHpBPxnyq
satisfies the Segal conjecture.

Theorem 3.3.6. (see Theorem 6.3.1) For some type n ` 2 complex F , F b THHpBPxnyq
satisfies weak canonical vanishing.

While it is convenient for our proof of Theorem 3.3.6 that we pick a particularly nice F , it
follows from Theorem 3.3.2(a,b) that it holds for all choices of F . As Akhil Mathew explained
to us, we may also use Theorem 3.3.2 to deduce results about general E1-BPxny-algebras:

Proposition 3.3.7 (Mathew). Suppose that A is a connective E1-BPxny-algebra, and that
F is a type n ` 2 complex. Then, if F b THHpAq satisfies the Segal conjecture, F b TRpAq
is bounded.

Proof. It suffices to show that F b TRpAq satisfies Fp Nilpotence . However, F b TRpAq is

a retract of F b TRpBPxnyq b TRpAq, so it suffices to check that F b TRpBPxnyq satisfies

Fp Nilpotence . This follows from Theorem 3.3.4 and Theorem 3.3.2(b).

3.4 Lichtenbaum–Quillen and bounded TR

Theorem 3.4.1. Let A be a connective E1-ring and F a type n ` 2 complex. Suppose that

(i) F b TRpAq is bounded.
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(ii) πipA
^
p q is a finitely generated Zp-module, for all i.

Then TCpAq is an fp-spectrum of fp-type at most n ` 1. In particular, this implies that

TCpAq Ñ L
f
n`1TCpAq

is truncated.

Proof. Since TC is calculated as the fiber of a self-map of TR, we know by assumption
(i) that π˚pF b TCpAqq is bounded. It remains only to check that each πipF b TCpAqq is
finite. By Theorem 3.3.2(e), it suffices to show that each homotopy group πipF b THHpAqq
is finite. Recall that THHpAq can be computed as the geometric realization of the cyclic bar
construction ‚ ÞÑ Ab‚`1. Since A is connective, it therefore suffices to prove πi´kpF bAbk`1q
is finite for each i and k. The p-completion of the tensor product Abk`1 will have finitely
generated homotopy groups, by connectivity and piiq. Since F is not type 0, the result
follows.

Theorem 3.4.2. Let A be a connective E1-ring and F a type n ` 2 complex. Suppose that

(i) F b TRpAq is bounded.

(ii) πipA
^
p q is a finitely generated Zp-module for all i.

(iii) F b TR pπ0Aq is bounded.

Then,

(a) If π˚pF b Kpπ0Aqq is finite, then KpAq^
p is an fp-spectrum of fp-type at most n ` 1.

(b) If the map Kpπ0Aqppq Ñ L
f
n`1Kpπ0Aqppq is truncated, then the map

KpAqppq Ñ L
f
n`1KpAqppq

is truncated.

Remark 3.4.3. The condition in paq of the above theorem is that Kpπ0Aq^
p is fp of fp type

at most n ` 1. Mitchell’s theorem [Mit90] ensures that, if Kpπ0Aq^
p is fp, then it will be

of fp type at most 1. Similarly, Mitchell’s theorem implies that the spectrum L
f
n`1Kpπ0Aq

appearing in pbq is equivalent to L
f
1Kpπ0Aq.

Proof. By p-completing the pullback square in the Dundas–Goodwillie–McCarthy theorem
[DGM13, Chapter VII, Theorem 0.0.2], we obtain a pullback square

KpAq^
p TCpAq

Kpπ0Aq^
p TCpπ0pAqq.
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Here we note that the symbol TC above agrees, by our conventions, with the p-completion
of what the authors of [DGM13] denote by TC.

The assumption that each homotopy group πiA
^
p is finitely generated ensures additionally

that pπ0Aq^
p , by which we mean the p-completion of the Eilenberg–MacLane spectrum π0A,

also has finitely generated homotopy groups. By Theorem 3.4.1, we know that TCpπ0Aq and
TCpAq are fp-spectra of type at most n` 1. We then observe that the condition of being an
fp-spectrum of type at most n ` 1 is preserved under fiber sequences and finite coproducts,
proving paq.

Similarly, to prove pbq we observe that the collection of spectra X such that

Xppq Ñ L
f
n`1Xppq

is truncated is also closed under fiber sequences and finite coproducts. This class of spectra
includes all rational spectra. The claim pbq now follows from Theorems 3.1.3 and 3.4.1, the
Dundas-Goodwillie-McCarthy square above, and the arithmetic pullback square

Xppq
//

��

X^
p

��

Xppqrp
´1s // X^

p rp´1s

As a corollary of these results, we deduce the main theorems of the Introduction.

Corollary 3.4.4. Let A denote any E3-MU-algebra form of BPxny. Then:

• TCpAq is fp of fp-type at most n ` 1, as is KpA^
p q^

p .

• The map
KpAqppq Ñ L

f
n`1KpAqppq

is an equivalence in large degrees.

Proof. We observe that the Zp-module

π˚pBPxny^
p q – Zprv1, v2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vns

is finitely generated in each degree. If we let F denote any type n ` 2 complex, our main
Theorem 3.3.4 states that F b TRpAq is bounded. We also observe that F b TRpπ0Aq »
F b TRpZppqq is bounded, for example by our work here and the fact that Zppq is an E8-
MU-algebra form of BPx0y (cf. [BM94] and [Rog99] for more explicit proofs of this fact). It
remains to check only that

KpZppqqppq Ñ L
f
n`1KpZppqqppq » L

f
1KpZppqqppq

is an equivalence in large degrees. But this is exactly Waldhausen’s reformulation [Wal84,
§4] of the Lichtenbaum–Quillen conjecture for Zppq, which is proven by the celebrated work
of Voevodsky and Rost [Voe03, Voe11].

Remark 3.4.5. In fact, in the notation of the above corollary, TCpAq is of fp-type exactly
n ` 1, as follows from Corollary 5.0.2.
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3.5 Proof of Theorem 3.3.2

In this section we supply the proof of Theorem 3.3.2. The statements and proofs will rely
on the following notion of nilpotence, which goes back at least to Bousfield [Bou79]. For an
excellent survey of modern uses of this notion we recommend [Mat18].

Definition 3.5.1. Let C be a stable, symmetric monoidal category and let A be an E1-
algebra object. We say that M P C is A-nilpotent if M lies in the thick tensor subcategory
generated by A. Equivalently, we can ask that M lies in the thick subcategory generated by
those objects of C which admit the structure of a left A-module.

Definition 3.5.2. Let G be a compact Lie group. We say that a (Borel) G-spectrum Y is
G-nilpotent if it is DG`-nilpotent, where DG` denotes the Spanier-Whitehead dual of G`.

Lemma 3.5.3. Let F : C Ñ D be a lax symmetric monoidal functor between stable, sym-
metric monoidal categories, and A P AlgpCq and B P AlgpDq be algebra objects. If F pAq is
B-nilpotent, then F pMq is B-nilpotent for any A-nilpotent object M .

Proof. The subcategory E Ď C of objects M such that F pMq is B-nilpotent is thick so
we need only show that it contains all A-modules. If M is an A-module then F pMq is an
F pAq-module and hence a retract of F pAq b F pMq. But F pAq is B-nilpotent and hence so
is F pAq b F pMq and the retract F pMq.

Lemma 3.5.4. If Y P FunpBS1, Spq is Fp-nilpotent, where Fp is given the trivial action,
then YhCp, Y

hCp, and Y tCp are also Fp-nilpotent, where we give each the residual S1{Cp » S1

action.

Proof. From the cofiber sequence YhCp Ñ Y hCp Ñ Y tCp it’s enough to prove the claim for

Y hCp and Y tCp . By Lemma 3.5.3 it’s enough to check that F
hCp
p and F

tCp
p are Fp-nilpotent.

Both are modules over F
hCp
p and hence also, by restriction, modules over Fp, hence Fp-

nilpotent.

Lemma 3.5.5. If Y P FunpBS1, Spq is Fp-nilpotent, then Y tCp is S1-nilpotent.

Proof. First we claim that pF
hCp
p qtS

1

“ 0. One can check this by direct calculation, or else

argue as follows. Since F
hCp
p is a module over Fp, we have that pF

hCp
p qtS

1

is p-complete

and pF
hCp
p qtS

1

{p “ pF
hCp
p qtCp , by [NS18, Lemma IV.4.12]. But pF

hCp
p qtCp “ 0 by [NS18,

Lemma I.2.2], whence the claim. It now follows from [MNN17, Theorem 4.19] that F
hCp
p is

S1-nilpotent. The lemma now follows from Lemma 3.5.3.

Lemma 3.5.6. If Y P FunpBG, Spq is G-nilpotent then there is a d ě 0 such that, for all
integers n, the map τěd`nY Ñ τěnY factors through a G-nilpotent spectrum.

Proof. Choose an N so that the map Y Ñ mappskN pEGq`, Y q has a retract r. Let d

be the dimension of the finite complex skNpEGq`. Then, for all n P Z, the spectrum
mappskNpEGq`, τěd`nY q is n-connective, so the composite

mappskN pEGq`, τěd`nY q Ñ mappskNpEGq`, Y q
r

Ñ Y
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factors through τěnY . The map τěd`nY Ñ τěnY then factors through the diagonal

τěd`nY Ñ mappskNpEGq`, τěd`nY q,

the target of which is G-nilpotent.

Lemma 3.5.7. Let X be an S1-spectrum and suppose we have a map of S1-spectra f : X Ñ
Y , where Y is S1-nilpotent, which induces an equivalence τěmX » τěmY for some m ě 0.
Then there is a d ě 0 such that the map τědX Ñ X factors through an S1-nilpotent spectrum.

Proof. By the previous lemma there is a d1 ě 0 such that τěd1`nY Ñ τěnY factors through
an S1-nilpotent spectrum, for all integers n. Set d “ d1 ` m. Then τědX » τěd1`mY Ñ
τěmY » τěmX factors through an S1-nilpotent spectrum and hence so does the composite
τědX Ñ τěmX Ñ X .

Lemma 3.5.8. Let X and d be as in Lemma 3.5.7. Then, for all 0 ď k ď 8,

(i) pτědXqtCpk Ñ X tC
pk is nullhomotopic.

(ii) τědpXhC
pk q Ñ X

tC
pk is nullhomotopic.

(iii) The map X tC
pk Ñ pτădXqtCpk has a retract.

Proof. The Tate construction p´qtCpk annihilates all S1-nilpotent spectra, so (i) is immediate
from the previous lemma. The map in (ii) factors as

τědpXhC
pk q Ñ pτědXqhCpk Ñ pτědXqtCpk Ñ X

tC
pk

and so is nullhomotopic by (i). The claim (iii) follows from (i) and the cofiber sequence

pτědXqtCpk Ñ X tC
pk Ñ pτădXqtCpk

Proof of Theorem 3.3.2. Claim (a) is [AN21, Proposition 2.25].
We now prove (b). By assumption, there is some N for which pN : X Ñ X is nullhomo-

topic as a map in CycSpp. It follows that p
N annihilates each homotopy group πiTRpXq. It

follows that each object πiTRpXq admits the structure of a Z{pN -module in S1-spectra, and
hence that each object πiTRpXq is Fp-nilpotent. If TRpXq is bounded, then we conclude
that TRpXq is also Fp-nilpotent, as an S1-spectrum.

Now we prove (c), so we assume that TRpXq is Fp-nilpotent. By Lemma 3.5.4, we deduce
that TRpXqhCp is Fp-nilpotent as well, and, from the S1-equivariant cofiber sequence

TRpXqhCp

V
Ñ TRpXq Ñ X

we deduce that X is Fp-nilpotent. By Lemma 3.5.5, we deduce that X tCp is S1-nilpotent,
which completes the proof of (c).
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Claim (e) is immediate from Lemma 3.5.8(ii).
For claim (d), first observe that (a), (b), (c), and Lemma 3.5.8(iii) imply that X tC

pk is
a retract of pτădXqtCpk . The finiteness assumption on X ensures that the homotopy groups
of pτădXqtCpk are finite and hence so are the homotopy groups of X tC

pk . The homotopy
groups of X being finite also implies that the homotopy groups of XhC

pk
are finite, since X

was assumed bounded below. The claim (d) now follows from the cofiber sequence XhC
pk

Ñ

XhC
pk Ñ X tC

pk .
We are left with establishing the claim (f), for which we argue as in [Mat21]. Recall that

we have pullback squares

TRkpXq R //

��

TRk´1pXq

��

X
hC

pk

can
// X

tC
pk

The right vertical map is an equivalence in large degrees, independent of k, by Tsalidis’s
theorem [NS18, II.4.9] and the assumption that Segal Conjecture holds. The bottom hor-

izontal map is zero in in large degrees by the assumption that Weak Canonical Vanishing
holds. It follows that the top horizontal map is zero in large degrees, and hence that the
limit TRpXq is bounded above. Since X was assumed bounded below, TRpXq is bounded
below, and hence TRpXq is bounded.

4 The Segal Conjecture

We fix throughout this section an E3-MU-algebra form of BPxny. Our purpose is to prove
the Segal Conjecture (Theorem C), which we restate here for convenience.

Theorem 4.0.1. Let F denote any type n`1 finite complex. Then the cyclotomic Frobenius
THHpBPxnyq Ñ THHpBPxnyqtCp induces an isomorphism

F˚THHpBPxnyq – F˚pTHHpBPxnyqtCpq

in all sufficiently large degrees ˚ " 0.

Remark 4.0.2. This theorem implies the corresponding statement for F a type n ` 2
complex, which is all that is used in deducing the Lichtenbaum-Quillen statements as in the
previous section.

The idea of the proof is to use (the décalage of) the Adams filtration on BPxny to reduce
the claim to a much simpler one about graded polynomial algebras over Fp.

Remark 4.0.3. There are several antecedents to the Segal conjecture. First, the classical
Segal conjecture for the group Cp states that the map

S0 “ THHpS0q Ñ THHpS0qtCp “ pS0qtCp
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is p-completion, and is a theorem of Lin [Lin80] (at p “ 2) and Gunawardena [AGM85] (for
p odd). For various classes of ordinary commutative rings R, the map

ϕ : THHpRq Ñ THHpRqtCp

is a p-adic equivalence in large degrees: this is the case for DVRs of mixed characteristic
with perfect residue field in odd characteristic [HM03, HM04], for smooth algebras in positive
characteristic [Hes18, Prop. 6.6], and for p-torsionfree excellent noetherian rings R with R{p
finitely generated over its pth powers [Mat21, Cor. 5.3].

When R “ ℓ is the Adams summand, it is proved in [AR02, Thm. 5.5] for p ě 5 that

ϕ : THHpℓq{pp, v1q Ñ THHpℓqtCp{pp, v1q

is an equivalence in degrees larger than 2pp´1q (cf. [Lun05]). When R “ MU, Lunøe-Nielsen
and Rognes show [LR11] that

ϕ : THHpMUq Ñ THHpMUqtCp

is a p-adic equivalence. In another direction, Angelini-Knoll and Quigley [AKQ21] have
shown that ϕ is an equivalence for Ravenel’s Xpnq spectra.

4.1 Polynomial rings over the sphere

We begin by recording some facts about polynomial rings over the sphere spectrum, starting
with their construction.

Construction 4.1.1. For r, w P Z we will denote by S2rpwq the graded spectrum which is
S2r in weight w and zero elsewhere. Recall (see, e.g., [Lur15, 3.4.1,3.4.2]) that there is a
graded E2-ring S

0ry´2,´1s equipped with a class y´2,´1 : S
´2p´1q Ñ S0ry´2,´1s which exhibits

the target as the free graded E1-algebra on S´2p´1q. This graded E2-ring corresponds to an
E2-monoidal functor

S0ry´2,´1s : Z
ds Ñ Sp

which factors through the subcategory PicpSpq of invertible spectra. When r ď 0 we define
the graded E2-ring S0ry2r,´1s as the composite

Zds ¨r
Ñ Zds S0ry´2,´1s

ÝÑ PicpSpq Ñ Sp

When r ě 0 we define the graded E2-ring S0ry2r,´1s as the composite

Zds ¨p´rq
Ñ Zds S0ry´2,´1s

ÝÑ PicpSpq
D
Ñ PicpSpq Ñ Sp

where D denotes the duality functor. Finally, we define S0ry2r,ws for arbitrary r, w P Z by
left Kan extending S0ry2r,´1s along the map p´wq : Zds Ñ Zds. Thus, for each r, w P Z, we
have constructed a graded E2-ring S0ras equipped with a class a : S2rpwq Ñ S0ras which
exhibits the target as the free graded E1-ring on S2rpwq.
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Next we establish an important finiteness property for THHpS0rasq. But first we recall a
definition.

Definition 4.1.2. If G is a (topological) group, we will say that a spectrum with G-action,
X P FunpBG, Spq, is finite if it lies in the thick subcategory generated by the objects G{H`

where H Ď G is a closed subgroup and G{H` denotes Σ8
` pG{Hq.

Lemma 4.1.3. The graded E1-ring map

S0ras Ñ THHpS0rasq

induces on Fp-homology the ring map

Fpras Ñ Fpras b ΛFppσaq.

Here, the weights of a and σa are both w. Furthermore, if w ‰ 0, then, as a graded
Cp-spectrum THHpS0rasq is pointwise finite. That is: at each weight j, the Cp-spectrum
THHpS0rasqj lies in the thick subcategory generated by S0 and Cp`.

Proof. We have that Fp b THHp´q “ THHpFp b p´q{Fpq, so the induced map on homology
is given by

Fpras Ñ THHpFpras{Fpq˚.

This map depends only on the E1-algebra structure of Fpras, which is free, so this is equivalent
to the classical calculation of THHpFpras{Fpq˚ (i.e. ordinary Hochschild homology over Fp).

We now show that THHpS0rasq is pointwise finite as a graded Cp-spectrum. This state-
ment only depends on the graded E1-algebra structure on S0ras, which is free. The Hochschild
homology of free E1-algebras is well-known (see, e.g., the argument in [Mat21, Theorem 3.8],
which applies verbatim to the graded case), and in this case specializes to:

THHpS0rasq »
à
kě0

IndS1

Ck
pS2rkpwkqq.

Here IndS1

Ck
denotes the induction functor, given by left Kan extension along the functor

BCk Ñ BS1, and Ck acts by permuting the factors in pS2rpwqqbk “ S2rkpwkq. Observe that,
since w ‰ 0, there is at most one nonzero summand in each fixed weight. To complete the
proof we need to show that each summand is finite as a Cp-spectrum.

The property of finiteness is always preserved by induction. In this case, the restriction
functor FunpBS1, Spq Ñ FunpBCp, Spq also preserves finiteness. Indeed, when k “ mp the
object S1{Ck` is equivalent to S1

` “ ΣpCp{Cpq` as a Cp-spectrum, and when k is coprime
to p then we have a cofiber sequence

Cp` Ñ S1{Ck` Ñ ΣCp`.

So it suffices to show that pS2rqbk is finite as a Ck-spectrum. After possibly dualizing we may
assume that r ě 0, and then this is the suspension spectrum of the one-point compactification
of 2r copies of the regular representation of Ck, which admits a finite Cp-CW-structure.
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We now prove the Segal conjecture for these graded polynomial rings over the sphere. For
the statement, recall that the cyclotomic Frobenius on filtered objects multiplies filtrations
by p, and we review the formalism for this using the functor Lp in §C.5.

Proposition 4.1.4. Suppose w ‰ 0. Then the cyclotomic Frobenius

LpTHHpS0rasq Ñ THHpS0rasqtCp

witnesses the target as the p-completion of the source.

Proof. As in the previous proposition, we may compute:

THHpS0rasq »
à
kě0

IndS1

Ck
pS2rkpwkqq.

Since there is at most one nonzero summand in each fixed weight, taking the Tate fixed
points (in the category of graded spectra) commutes with this sum, so that we have

THHpS0rasqtCp »
à
kě0

pIndS1

Ck
pS2rkpwkqqqtCp.

When k is not divisible by p, the restriction of IndS1

Ck
pS2rkq to a Cp-spectrum lies in the thick

subcategory generated by Cp`, and so is annihilated by p´qtCp . When k “ mp is divisible by

p, then the restriction of IndS1

Ck
pS2rkq is equivalent to S1

` b pS2rmqbp, where Cp acts trivially
on the first term and by cyclic permutations on the second. Thus:

THHpS0rasqtCp »
à
mě0

ppS2rmqbppwmpqqtCp ‘ ΣppS2rmqbppwmpqqtCp.

To compute what the cyclotomic Frobenius does, recall that, directly from the construction
of the cyclotomic Frobenius, we have a commutative diagram, for any graded E1-ring A:

LpA
bm //

��

pAbmpqtCp

��

LpTHHpAq // THHpAqtCp

The bottom arrow is S1 – S1{Cp-equivariant, so we may induce up the targets of the vertical
maps to get a diagram:

S1
` b LpA

bm //

��

S1
` b pAbmpqtCp

��

LpTHHpAq // THHpAqtCp

If we now take A “ S0ras and restrict to the summand corresponding to am, then we learn
that the cyclotomic Frobenius map in weight mp is given by tensoring the Tate diagonal

S2rm Ñ ppS2rmqbpqtCp

with S1
`. The Tate diagonal here witnesses the target as the p-completion of the source by

the classical Segal conjecture.
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4.2 The Segal conjecture for polynomial Fp-algebras

We consider in this section a graded E2-Fp-algebra R, with homotopy groups a polynomial
ring

π˚pRq – Fpra1, a2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ans.

Each ai will have non-negative even degree |ai| and positive weight wtpaiq, though we suppress
the weights from the notation. In fact, there is a unique ring R with the above description:

Proposition 4.2.1. As a graded E2-Fp-algebra, the ring R above must be equivalent to

Fp b S0ra1s b S0ra2s b ¨ ¨ ¨ b S0rans,

where S0rais is the ring constructed in Construction 4.1.1 with 2r “ |ai| and w “ wtpaiq.

Proof. Let us denote Fp b S0ra1s b S0ra2s b ¨ ¨ ¨ b S0rans by A. We first claim that A has
a graded E2-Fp-algebra cell structure with cells in even degrees. Indeed, this algebra is
canonically augmented over Fp, so we may apply [GKRW19, Theorem 11.21,Theorem 13.7]
which, together, show that, if

Fp bFpbAFp Fp

has homotopy groups in even degrees, then A has a minimal cell structure as a graded E2-
Fp-algebra with cells in even degrees.3 But the Künneth spectral sequence computing these
homotopy groups collapses at the E2-page as a divided power algebra on even degree classes,
so the claim follows.

There is then no obstruction to constructing an E2-map A Ñ R sending ai to ai, since
the homotopy groups of R are concentrated in even degrees. The result follows.

Our main theorem about this E2-Fp-algebra R is as follows:

Proposition 4.2.2. The cyclotomic Frobenius

LpTHHpRq Ñ THHpRqtCp

induces on homotopy groups the ring map

Fprx, a1, a2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ans b Λpσa1, σa2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σanq Ñ Fprx˘1, a1, a2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ans b Λpσa1, σa2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , σanq

that inverts x. Here, x is in degree 2 and weight 0. The degree of σai is one more than the
degree of ai, and the weight of σai is the same as the weight of ai.

A version of the above is well-known in the case that all ai are in degree 0 and weight
zero, so R is a classical commutative ring (see, e.g., [Hes18, 6.6] for a much stronger result).
Our main observation is that the result extends to the case where not all ai are in degree 0,
in which case R is not discrete. Since an exterior algebra on classes of degree |ai| ` 1 has no
homotopy above degree n `

ř
|ai|, we obtain the following result:

3Here it is important that we are considering E2-algebras: the iterated bar construction is related to the
Ek-cotangent complex up to a shift by k. Since k “ 2, the property of being concentrated in even degrees is
insensitive to this shift.
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Corollary 4.2.3 (Segal conjecture for graded polynomial Fp-algebras). The map

π˚pTHHpRq{pa1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , anqq Ñ π˚pTHHpRqtCp{pa1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , anqq

is an equivalence in degrees ˚ ą n `
řn

i“1 |ai|.

Proof of Propostion 4.2.2. For convenience we will omit the grading shear, Lp, from the
notation throughout.

By Proposition 4.2.1, we may assume that R is a tensor product of graded E2-rings

R » Fp b S0ra1s b ¨ ¨ ¨ b S0rans.

Since THH is symmetric monoidal as a functor to cyclotomic spectra [NS18, p.341], we may
compute

THHpRq » THHpFpq b THHpS0ra1sq b ¨ ¨ ¨ b THHpS0ransq

as a Cp-equivariant E1-ring spectrum. We next compute the cyclotomic Frobenius on each
component of the above tensor product. It follows from Bökstedt’s unpublished computation
of THHpFpq (see [NS18, §IV.4] for a modern reference) that the map

ϕ : THHpFpq Ñ THHpFpqtCp

induces, on homotopy groups, the map

Fprxs Ñ Fprx˘1s

which inverts x. Here x “ σ2v0 is in degree 2 and weight zero. We have already seen
(Proposition 4.1.4) that each map

ϕ : THHpS0raisq Ñ THHpS0raisq
tCp

is an equivalence after p-completion. It follows that the map

THHpFpq b
â
i

THHpS0raisq Ñ THHpFpqtCp b
â
i

THHpS0raisq
tCp

has the desired effect on homotopy groups. To finish the proof we need to show that the lax
monoidal structure map

THHpFpq
tCp b

â
i

THHpS0raisq
tCp Ñ

˜
THHpFpq b

â
i

THHpS0ra1sq

¸tCp

is an equivalence. By Lemma 4.1.3 it suffices to prove the following more general statement:
if X and Y are nonnegatively graded Cp-spectra, and, for each weight j the Cp-spectrum Yj

lies in the thick subcategory generated by Cp` and S0, then the map

α : X tCp b Y tCp Ñ pX b Y qtCp
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is an equivalence after p-completion.
The Tate construction on graded Cp-spectra is computed pointwise, so we need to prove

that à
i`j“w

X
tCp

i b Y
tCp

j Ñ
`à

Xi b Yj

˘tCp

is a p-adic equivalence. Since X and Y are nonnegatively graded, these sums are finite.
We are therefore reduced to proving the analogous ungraded statement: that α is a p-
adic equivalence where X and Y are (ungraded) Cp-spectra and where we assume that Y

belongs to the thick subcategory generated by S0 and Cp`. Since the Tate consruction is
exact, the category of Cp-spectra Y for which α an equivalence after p-completion is a thick
subcategory. So we need only prove the claim for Y “ S0 and Y “ Cp`. When Y “ Cp`

both sides vanish. When Y “ S0 we may identify Y tCp with the p-complete sphere, pS0q^
p ,

by the Segal conjecture, so this map becomes the canonical one

X tCp b pS0q^
p Ñ X tCp ,

which is indeed an equivalence after p-completion.

4.3 The Segal conjecture for BPxny

The key to the proof of Theorem C is the following:

Theorem 4.3.1. The map of BP-algebras

THHpBPxnyq{pp, v1, v2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vnq Ñ THHpBPxnyqtCp{pp, v1, v2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vnq

is an equivalence in large degrees. Here we regard p, v1, ..., vn as elements in the homotopy
of the right hand side via the ring map ϕ.

Before proving it, we need to recall a few things about the Adams spectral sequence for
BPxny.

Recollection 4.3.2. Recall the descent tower descě‚
Fp

pBPxnyq discussed in §C. We claim that
the associated graded object has homotopy groups given by:

π˚pgrpdescě‚
Fp
BPxnyqq » Fprv0, v1, ..., vns,

where each vi lies in weight 2pi´1 (recall that the weight of a class in E
s,t
2 is t, see Convention

C.1.1). Indeed, from the definition of the descent tower, these homotopy groups agree with

Ext˚,˚
A˚

pFp,H˚pBPxny;Fpqq.

Recall that the homology of BPxny as a comodule is coextended from the quotient Hopf
algebra Λpτ0, ..., τnq (where we write τj for ζj`1 at the prime 2)4:

H˚pBPxny;Fpq “ A˚�Λpτ0,...,τnqFp

4Here we use the convention of [Mil58] for the definition of ζj .
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(this goes back to the construction of BPxny, see [Wil75, Proposition 1.7]). By the change
of rings isomorphism [Rav86, A1.3.13], we have

Ext˚,˚
A˚

pFp,H˚pBPxny;Fpqq – Ext˚,˚
Λpτ0,...,τnqpFp,Fpq – Fprv0, ..., vns,

where the vi are represented by rτis in the cobar complex. The classes are so-named because
they detect the corresponding classes in π˚BPxny, and v0 detects p. For i ą 0 we denote by

ṽi chosen lifts of each vi to elements in π˚desc
ě2pi´1
Fp

pBPxnyq, and we observe that v0 admits
a unique lift to an element in π˚descFppBPxnyq, which we denote by the same symbol.

Proof of Theorem 4.3.1. For convenience, in this proof we will suppress the functor Lp from
the notation when discussing the cyclotomic Frobenius for filtered and graded objects.

First observe that we may reformulate this claim as saying that the map

Fp bBPxny ϕ : Fp bBPxny THHpBPxnyq Ñ Fp bBPxny THHpBPxnyqtCp

is an equivalence in large degrees, since

BPxny{pp, v1, ..., vnq » Fp.

To define this map we are using that THHpBPxnyq is an E1-BPxny-algebra, and the map
ϕ is an E2-algebra map, and hence ϕ in particular has the structure of a map of modules
over BPxny (where the module structure on the target is defined using the map ϕ).

The E2-algebra BPxny has a refinement to a filtered E2-algebra descě‚
Fp

pBPxnyq, and

descě‚
Fp

pFpq “ Fp is a module over this algebra, where the right hand side is the tower with 0
in positive filtration and Fp in non-positive filtration. Moreover, THH inherits a filtration,
and so we can ask whether the map

Fp bdescě‚
Fp

pBPxnyq THHpdescě‚
Fp

pBPxnyqq Ñ Fp bdescě‚
Fp

pBPxnyq THHpdescě‚
Fp

pBPxnyqqtCp

is an equivalence in large degrees on homotopy groups.
We would like to reduce this to a claim on the associated graded, but in order to do so

we need to know that the towers on both sides are conditionally convergent. By Proposition
C.5.4, the towers THHpdescě‚

Fp
BPxnyq and THHpdescě‚

Fp
BPxnyqtCp are conditionally conver-

gent, after v0-completion. Using the notation in Recollection 4.3.2, it suffices by a thick
subcategory argument to prove that

descě‚
Fp

pBPxnyq{pv0, ṽ1, ..., ṽnq » Fp

as filtered modules over descě‚
Fp

pBPxnyq. Again, since descě‚
Fp

pBPxnyq is conditionally con-
vergent after v0-completion, it suffices to check this equivalence upon taking the associated
graded, where it is clear from Recollection 4.3.2.

We are now reduced to checking that the associated graded of the map

Fp bdescě‚
Fp

pBPxnyq THHpdescě‚
Fp

pBPxnyqq Ñ Fp bdescě‚
Fp

pBPxnyq THHpdescě‚
Fp

pBPxnyqqtCp
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is an equivalence in high enough degrees.
Upon taking associated graded, we may, by Recollection 4.3.2, identify this map with

THHpFprv0, v1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vnsq{pv0, ..., vnq Ñ THHpFprv0, v1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vnsqtCp{pv0, ..., vnq,

and it follows from Corollary 4.2.3 that this map is an equivalence in large degrees. This
completes the proof.

From a thick subcategory argument in BP-modules, we then learn the following:

Corollary 4.3.3. For any positive integers i0, i1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , in, the map of BP-algebras

THHpBPxnyq{ppi0 , vi11 , v
i2
2 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , vinn q Ñ THHpBPxnyqtCp{ppi0 , vi11 , v

i2
2 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , vinn q

is an equivalence in large degrees.
In particular, if we let S{I denote a generalized Moore spectrum of the form S0{ppi0 , vi11 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , vinn q,

then
pS{Iq˚THHpBPxnyq Ñ pS{Iq˚THHpBPxnyqtCp

is an equivalence in large degrees.

The Segal conjecture (Theorem C) now follows by a thick subcategory argument in
spectra, since any S{I generates the thick subcategory of type n ` 1 spectra.

5 The Detection Theorem

Throughout this section, we will use BPxny to denote a fixed E3-MU-algebra form BPxny.
By vn`1 P π2pn`1´2MUppq we will refer to a specific indecomposable generator, with:

• trivial mod p Hurewicz image, and

• the key property that the unit map MUppq Ñ BPxny sends vn`1 to 0 in homotopy.

This last assumption ensures that vn`1 admits a unique lift to an element in the homotopy
of the fiber of the unit map MUppq Ñ BPxny. Our main aim will be to prove Theorem F
from the introduction, which we restate for convenience:

Theorem 5.0.1 (Detection). There is an isomorphism of Zppqrv1, ..., vns-algebras

π˚pTHHpBPxny{MUqhS
1

q – pπ˚THHpBPxny{MUqq JtK,

where |t| “ ´2. This isomorphism can be chosen such that, under the unit map

π˚pMUhS1

ppq q Ñ π˚pTHHpBPxny{MUqhS
1

q,

the canonical complex orientation maps to t and vn`1 is sent to tpσ2vn`1q.
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Before turning to the proof, we observe that the Detection Theorem implies a weak form
of redshift.

Corollary 5.0.2. For each 0 ď m ď n`1, LKpmqKpBPxnyq ‰ 0. In particular, LKpn`1qKpBPxnyq ‰
0.

Proof. By [BGT14], the cyclotomic trace map

Kp´q Ñ TCp´q

is a lax symmetric monoidal natural transformation. It follows that the trace KpBPxnyq Ñ
TCpBPxnyq is a map of E2-rings. Recall that there is a canonical map TCp´q Ñ THHp´qhS

1

,
to negative cyclic homology. Thus we have a sequence of E2-ring maps:

KpBPxnyq Ñ TCpBPxnyq Ñ THHpBPxnyqhS
1

Ñ THHpBPxny{MUqhS
1

and hence an E2-ring map

LKpmqKpBPxnyq Ñ LKpmqTHHpBPxny{MUqhS
1

for each heightm ď n`1. If the source of this map were zero, then the target would be zero as
well, since this is a map of rings. The relative negative cyclic homology THHpBPxny{MUqhS

1

has the structure of an MU-module. It follows from [Hov95, Theorem 1.9] and [Hov97,
Theorem 1.5.4] that

LKpmqTHHpBPxny{MUqhS
1

“ pTHHpBPxny{MUqhS
1

qrv´1
m s^

pp,v1,...,vm´1q.

By Theorem 5.0.1 and Theorem 2.5.4, this completion and localization can be computed
algebraically and the result is nonzero.

Remark 5.0.3. In the statement and proof of the theorem we have used that the S1-action
on THHpBPxny{MUq is compatible with the algebra structure. One way to see this is to use
the generality in which THH is defined. Recall that for any symmetric monoidal category C

with tensor product compatible with sifted colimits, Hochschild homology gives a functor:

HHC : AlgE1
pCq Ñ FunpBS1,Cq.

For a reference, one could observe that the construction of THH with its circle action in
[NS18, §III.2] works just the same for C in place of Sp. Alternatively, one can use the
identification of THH with factorization homology over S1, which is defined in this gener-
ality ([Lur17, §5.5.2], [AF15]). Now apply this in the case C “ AlgE2

pModMUq to see that
THHpBPxny{MUq has a canonical enhancement to an object in FunpBS1,AlgE2

pModMUqq.

Let us now proceed with the proof of Theorem 5.0.1.
First we compute THHpBPxny{MUqhS

1

. Recall that we computed the homotopy groups
of THHpBPxny{MUq in Theorem 2.5.4. An immediate consequence of that calculation is the
following proposition:
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Proposition 5.0.4. The homotopy fixed point spectral sequence for THHpBPxny{MUqhS
1

collapses at the E2-page, with

E8 “ THHpBPxny{MUq˚rts,

where t P H2pCP8q is the standard generator.

Proof. The homotopy fixed point spectral sequence computing THHpBPxny{MUqhS
1

is con-
centrated in even degrees by Theorem 2.5.4, and hence collapses as indicated.

As we will shortly explain, the remainder of the argument for Theorem 5.0.1 is a formal
consequence of the relationship between the suspension map σ2 and the circle action. We
explore this relationship in §A.

Proof of 5.0.1. The image of the canonical complex orientation under the unit map

π˚MUhS1

ppq Ñ π˚THHpBPxny{MUqhS
1

will be detected by t in the homotopy fixed point spectral sequence. We recall that π˚THHpBPxny{MUq
is a polynomial Zppqrv1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vns-algebra generated by classes wn`1,i (for i ě 0), and yj,i (for
i ě 0, j ě 1, and j ı ´1 modulo p). Furthermore, we may set wn`1,0 equal to σ2vn`1.

Since polynomial algebras are free commutative algebras, an isomorphism

π˚THHpBPxny{MUqhS
1

– pπ˚THHpBPxny{MUqq JtK,

is determined by a choice of elements Čwn`1,i, Ăyj,i P π˚THHpBPxny{MUqhS
1

detecting the
similarly named classes in the homotopy fixed point spectral sequence.

If we make any such choice, then Lemma A.4.1 ensures that tČwn`1,0 will be vn`1 modulo
t2, say tČwn`1,0 “ vn`1 ` t2y. We may then replace Čwn`1,0 by Čwn`1,0 ´ ty, which also lifts the
class wn`1,0, and so guarantee that tČwn`1,0 “ vn`1.

Remark 5.0.5. Rognes has sketched an alternative proof that vn`1 is detected in the ho-
motopy of THHpBPxny{MUqhS

1

. The strategy is to consider the exact sequence in mod p

homology:

H˚plim
CP 1

THHpBPxny{MUqq Ñ H˚pTHHpBPxny{MUqq
B
Ñ H˚`1pTHHpBPxny{MUqq.

One computes that Bτn`1 is nonzero and hence does not lie in the kernel, i.e. does not arise
in the first term. It follows from an Adams spectral sequence argument that vn`1 must be
detected in π˚ limCP 1 THHpBPxny{MUq.
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6 Canonical Vanishing

Fix an E3-MU-algebra form of BPxny. In this section, we will study the canonical map

can : THHpBPxnyqhS
1

ÝÑ THHpBPxnyqtS
1

.

Our goal will be to establish Theorem D, which by the results of Section 3 can be reduced
to weak canonical vanishing (Theorem 6.3.1).

To be specific, we will choose a convenient type n ` 1 complex M , with vn`1 self map v,
and consider the map

1 b can : M{v b THHpBPxnyqhS
1

Ñ M{v b THHpBPxnyqtS
1

,

where 1 is the identity map of the type n`2 complexM{v. We will prove that the π˚p1bcanq
map is zero for all sufficiently large degrees ˚.

As a prototype for the result and its proof, consider the case n “ ´1, where the statement
is that

can{p : THHpFpqhS
1

{p ÝÑ THHpFpq
tS1

{p,

induces the zero map on homotopy groups in large degrees.
We may compute THHpFpq

hS1

via the homotopy fixed point spectral sequence

E2 “ Fprσ
2v0, ts ùñ π˚THHpFpqhS

1

.

Here, σ2v0 is in homotopy dimension 2 and filtration 0, while t is in homotopy dimension
´2 and filtration 2.

We may also understand THHpFpq
tS1

via the Tate fixed point spectral sequence, with E2

page Fprσ
2v0, t

˘1s. The canonical map is compatible with homotopy and Tate fixed point
spectral sequences, and at the level of E2-pages it is approximated by the map

Fprσ2v0, ts ÝÑ Fprσ
2v0, t

˘1s

that inverts t.
The element p P π˚THHpFpq

hS1

is detected by tσ2v0, which lives in filtration 2 in both
spectral sequences. By killing a filtration 2 lift of p, we build a map between a (modified)

homotopy fixed point spectral sequence converging to π˚

´
THHpFpqhS

1

{p
¯
and a (modified)

Tate fixed point spectral sequence converging to π˚

´
THHpFpqtS

1

{p
¯
. At the level of E2

pages, the mod p canonical map is approximated by

E2 “ Fprσ
2v0, ts{ptσ2v0q Ñ E2 “ Fprt

˘1s

This map of E2 pages is trivial in positive homotopy dimension, and we would like to conclude
that the mod p canonical map is zero in positive degrees. We might be worried about
filtration jumps, but in fact this is no issue. The source spectral sequence is concentrated in
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nonnegative filtration, while the target spectral sequence, in positive homotopy dimension,
is concentrated in negative filtration.

Our strategy for proving Theorem 6.3.1 is to mimic the above argument at a general
height. The main challenge in carrying this out (especially in the absence of Smith-Toda
complexes) is to find and name an appropriate class in the homotopy fixed point spectral
sequence for M b THHpBPxnyqhS

1

that detects the vn`1 self map v. We address this issue
by descending information from THHpBPxny{MUq, which we understand well thanks to the
previous section.

6.1 Descent

We will need to know that THHpBPxnyq is well approximated by THHpBPxny{MUq in a way
made precise in the below proposition. We will use notation as in §C.2 (also note Remark
C.2.2).

Proposition 6.1.1. For any type pn ` 1q-complex F , the spectral sequence computing
π˚pF b THHpBPxnyqq by descent along the map

THHpBPxnyq Ñ THHpBPxny{MUq

collapses at a finite page with a horizontal vanishing line. In particular, if F is equipped with
a homotopy ring structure, then the kernel of the map

π˚pF b THHpBPxnyqq Ñ π˚pF b THHpBPxny{MUqq

is nilpotent.

Remark 6.1.2. It is possible to obtain much stronger results about horizontal vanishing
lines in these and related descent spectral sequences by further developing the methods used
below. We hope to return to this in future work.

In the proof we will use Hochschild homology with coefficients in a bimodule, which we
now recall.

Definition 6.1.3. If M is a bimodule over an E1-algebra A in C, then we define

HHpA;Mq :“ M bAbAop A.

Remark 6.1.4. (Compare [AHL10, §2].) If A admits the structure of an E2-algebra, so
that HHpAq has the structure of a module over A, and M is a right A-module viewed as an
A-bimodule by restriction along A b Aop Ñ A, then we have a canonical equivalence

HHpA;Mq “ M bAbAop A » M bA pA bAbAop Aq » M bA HHpAq.

If, moreover, the bimodule structure on M arises from an E1-algebra map A Ñ M , then we
have an equivalence

HHpA;Mq “ M bAbAop A » M bMbAop M b Aop bAbAop A » M bMbAop M.
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Construction 6.1.5. By the previous remark we have an equivalence

THHpBPxny;Fpq » Fp bFpbBPxny Fp.

Recall that
π˚pFp b BPxnyq » Λpτ i : i ě n ` 1q bFp Fprt1, ..., tn`1s

where the ti come from the homology of BP. Thus we have well-defined elements στn`1 and
σt1, ..., σtn`1 in π˚THHpBPxny;Fpq. We will write στn`1 as σ2vn`1 since this is its image
inside THHpBPxny{MU;Fpq.

Proposition 6.1.6. The descent spectral sequence for

THHpBPxny;Fpq Ñ THHpBPxny{MU;Fpq

collapses at the E2-page as

E2 “ F2rσ
2vn`1s b Λpσt1, ..., σtn`1q

Here σ2vn`1 has filtration 0 and homotopy dimension 2pn`1, and each σti has filtration 1
and homotopy dimension 2pi ´ 1.

Proof of Proposition 6.1.1 from Proposition 6.1.6. By a thick subcategory argument (using
[HPS99]) it suffices to establish the claim for F “ S0{ppi0 , ..., vinn q a generalized Moore
complex. Observe that

F b THHpBPxnyq » pF b BPxnyq bBPxny THHpBPxnyq.

The BPxny-module F bBPxny lies in the thick subcategory generated by the BPxny-module
Fp, so we are reduced to the statement in Proposition 6.1.6.

Proof of Proposition 6.1.6. For this proof we will abbreviate

A :“ THHpBPxny;Fpq, B :“ THHpBPxny{MU;Fpq.

It follows from [AR05, Theorem 5.12] that

π˚A “ Fprσ2vn`1s b Λpσt1, ..., σtn`1q.

We will see shortly that Σ :“ π˚pB bA Bq is flat over π˚B. The proposition will follow
if we can show that Ext˚

Σpπ˚B, π˚Bq already has the correct size. We will prove this by
constructing a further spectral sequence computing Ext˚

Σpπ˚B, π˚Bq whose E2-term has the
same size as π˚A.

Regard A and B as filtered algebras via the Whitehead filtrations tτějAu and tτějBu,
so that the map A Ñ B is a map of filtered algebras. We may then regard the cosimplicial
object

rns ÞÑ BbApn`1q
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as a cosimplicial filtered spectrum. The associated graded cosimplicial object is then given
by

rns ÞÑ pπ˚BqbL

π˚Apn`1q

(where we have used bL to remind the reader that the tensor products are derived). Since
π˚B is concentrated in even degrees, the exterior classes must vanish under the map π˚A Ñ
π˚B. It follows that

Σ :“ π˚

`
π˚B bL

π˚A
π˚B

˘
» π˚B bFp P bFp Γ

where P is a polynomial algebra on even degree classes and Γ “ Γtσ2t1, ..., σ
2tn`1u is a

divided power algebra on the indicated generators.
Since Σ is concentrated in even degrees, we learn that each of the spectral sequences

π˚

´
pπ˚BqbL

π˚Apn`1q
¯

ñ π˚pBbApn`1qq

collapses at the E2-page. In other words: we have a filtration on each group π˚pBbApn`1qq

whose associated graded is given by π˚

´
pπ˚BqbL

π˚Apn`1q
¯
. This, in particular, implies that

Σ is flat over π˚B as we claimed earlier.
Using this filtration on homotopy groups, we may then extract a spectral sequence

([Rav86, Theorem A.1.3.9]):

Ext˚
Σ

pπ˚B, π˚Bq ñ Ext˚
Σpπ˚B, π˚Bq.

It will now suffice to prove that Ext˚
Σ

pπ˚B, π˚Bq has the same size as π˚A. The map π˚A Ñ
π˚B can be written as a tensor product (over Fp) of the three maps

Fprσ2vn`1s
id
Ñ Fprσ

2vn`1s, Fp Ñ P, Λpσt1, ..., σtn`1q Ñ Fp

The descent Hopf algebroid for the first map is just the pair pFprσ2vn`1s,Fprσ
2vn`1sq which

has cohomology Fprσ
2vn`1s, concentrated in cohomological dimension zero. The descent

Hopf algebroid for the second map is pP, P bFp P q, which has cohomology Fp concentrated
in cohomological dimension zero. The descent Hopf algebroid for the last map is the divided
power Hopf algebra pFp,Γtσ2t1, ..., σ

2tn`1uq.
It follows that we may compute our Ext as

Ext˚
Σ

pπ˚B, π˚Bq » Fprσ2vn`1s b Ext˚
Γtσ2t1,...,σ2tn`1upFp,Fpq » Fprσ2vn`1s b Λpσt1, ..., σtn`1q

which completes the proof.

6.2 Recollection on Hopkins-Smith

It will be convenient for our argument to use a type n` 1 complex with a vn`1-element that
has as high an Adams filtration as possible. We do not know whether it is possible to do
this and also equip our complex with a homotopy commutative ring structure, but the below
proposition will suffice for our purposes.
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Proposition 6.2.1. There is a finite p-local E1-ring spectrum M with the following proper-
ties:

(i) M admits a non-nilpotent vn`1-element, v P π˚M .

(ii) The element v is central.

(iii) BPxny b M splits, as a BPxny-module, as a direct sum of suspensions of Fp.

(iv) Let filpvq denote the Adams filtration of v, and |v| the dimension. Then
|v|

filpvq
“

2pn`1 ´ 2.

(v) The map MU˚pMq Ñ BPxny˚pMq is surjective.

Proof. We may take M “ EndpXq where X is the type pn`1q spectrum constructed by Jeff
Smith in [Rav92, §6.4]. The claims (i), (ii), and (iv) are shown in the course of the proof of
[HS98, Theorem 4.12]. Since the Margolis homology of H˚pX ;Fpq vanishes with respect to
each Qi with i ď n, [MW81, Proposition 2.7] shows that H˚pX ;Fpq is a finitely generated
free module over ΛpQ0, ..., Qnq, so the same is true of M . Choosing a basis of H˚pM ;Fpq as
a ΛpQ0, ..., Qnq-module gives a map M Ñ V , into a direct sum of suspensions of Fp. After
extending scalars of the source to BPxny this becomes an equivalence on Fp-cohomology, and
hence an equivalence, proving (iii).

We now turn to the proof of (v). It will suffice to prove the statement for BP in place
of MU. We will use descent along BP Ñ BPxny to study the BP-modules BP b M and
BP{pp, ..., vnq b M . We have a map between descent spectral sequences:

ExtΛBPxny˚ pσvn`1,..qpBPxny˚,BPxny˚pMqq +3

��

BP˚pMq

��

ExtΛBPxny˚ pσvn`1,..qpBPxny, H˚pM ;Fpqq +3 pBP{pp, ..., vnqq˚pMq

Here we have used that BPxny bBP BP{pp, ..., vnq » Fp.
Since BPxny b M and Fp b M are Fp-modules, by (iii), we may rewrite the map of Ext

groups as

ExtΛFp pτn`1,...qpFp,BPxny˚pMqq Ñ ExtΛFppτn`1,...qpFp, H˚pM ;Fpqq.

As argued above, the map BPxny b M Ñ Fp b M has a retract, so the map BPxny˚pMq Ñ
H˚pM ;Fpq is injective. Finally, H˚pM ;Fpq is a trivial comodule over the Hopf algebra
Λpτn`1, ...q » Λpσvn`1, ...q, and hence so too is BPxny˚pMq. It follows that the map on
E2-terms above is an injection, and that every class in BPxny˚pMq has a representative
on the 0-line of the spectral sequence computing BP˚pMq. It remains to show that these
representative classes survive to the E8-page. By the above injectivity, it will suffice to
prove that the spectral sequence

ExtΛFp pτn`1,...qpFp, H˚pM ;Fpqq +3 pBP{pp, ..., vnqq˚pMq
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collapses at the E2-page.
Observe that the property of a descent spectral sequence collapsing at the E2-page is

closed under direct sums, suspensions, and retracts. Since the descent spectral sequence for
BP{pp, ..., vnq collapses at the E2-page, it will suffice to prove that BP{pp, ..., vnq b M is a
direct summand of a finite direct sum of suspensions of BP{pp, ..., vnq.

Recall [Rav92, Lemma 6.2.6, Theorem C.3.2] that Smith’s complex X is obtained as a
summand of a tensor power of a finite complex Y with cells in dimensions 2 through 2pn`1. It
follows that H˚pY ;Fpq is a trivial comodule over Λpτn`1, ...q and that, for dimension reasons,
the Adams spectral sequence

ExtΛpτn`1,...qpFp, H˚pY ;Fpqq » H˚pY ;Fpqrvn`1, ...s ñ pBP{pp, ..., vnqq˚pY q

collapses at the E2-page. The E2-page is a finite free module over Fprvn`1, ...s. Using any
homotopy ring structure on BP{pp, ..., vnq as a BP-module, we may then lift a basis to
construct an equivalence between BP{pp, ..., vnq b Y and a finite direct sum of suspensions
of BP{pp, ..., vnq.

Similarly, using any homotopy ring structure on BP{pp, ..., vnq, we deduce that both

BP{pp, ..., vnq b pY bjq, and BP{pp, ..., vnq b ppDY qbjq

are equivalent to finite direct sums of suspensions of BP{pp, ..., vnq, as BP-modules. So we
conclude that BP{pp, ..., vnq b M is a summand of a finite direct sum of suspensions of
BP{pp, ..., vnq. This completes the proof.

We will, several times, use the following elementary lemma found in [HS98], which we
recall for the reader’s convenience.

Lemma 6.2.2 ([HS98, Lemma 3.4]). Suppose that x and y are commuting elements of a
Zppq-algebra. If x ´ y is both torsion and nilpotent, then for N " 0,

xpN “ yp
N

.

Proof. Expand py ` px ´ yqqp
N

and use that pkpx ´ yq “ 0 for some k.

From Proposition 6.2.1(iii), we see that THHpBPxny;Fpq is a summand of

M b THHpBPxnyq » pM b BPxnyq bBPxny THHpBPxnyq,

arising from the unit map. In particular, there is a class which lifts σ2vn`1 from M b
THHpBPxny{MUq. We will need the following result ensuring the uniqueness and centrality
of such lifts, up to taking large powers.

Lemma 6.2.3. If x P π˚pM b THHpBPxnyqq is a lift of a power of σ2vn`1 P π˚pM b
THHpBPxny{MUqq, then there is some k ě 0 for which xpk is central. Moreover, if y is

another such lift, then there are j, j1 ě 0 such that xpj “ yp
j1

and both elements are central.
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Proof. Let F “ EndpMq and denote by Lx and Rx the elements in homotopy correspond-
ing to left and right multiplication by x, respectively. These elements commute and their
difference is nilpotent by Proposition 6.1.6. It follows from Lemma 6.2.2 that Lpk

x “ Rpk

x for
some k ě 0, and hence that xpk is central. For the second claim, first replace x and y by xpk

and yp
k1

so that xpk is central and both elements map to the same power of σ2vn`1 inside
π˚pM b THHpBPxny{MUqq. Then x and y are commuting elements and x ´ y maps to zero
in π˚pM b THHpBPxny{MUqq. By Proposition 6.1.6, x ´ y is nilpotent and again Lemma
6.2.2 implies that xpj “ yp

j

for some j ě 0. This completes the proof.

6.3 Proof of canonical vanishing

Theorem 6.3.1. There is a vn`1-element v P π˚M and an integer d ě 0 such that, for all
0 ď k ď 8, the map

π˚pM{v b canq : π˚pM{v b THHpBPxnyqhCpk q Ñ π˚pM{v b THHpBPxnyqtCpk q

is zero when ˚ ě d.

Remark 6.3.2. In the proof of the theorem and the lemmas below we will make use of the
homotopy fixed point spectral sequence. If a group G acts on a spectrum X , then we will
take the homotopy fixed point spectral sequence computing π˚pXhGq to be the one associated
to the tower tpτějXqhGu according to our conventions in §C. However, it will be convenient

to know that, for fixed s, an element x P π˚pXhGq is detected by a class in E
s1,t
2 for some

s1 ą s if and only if x vanishes when restricted to mappskspEGq`, XqhG. This follows from
[GM95, Theorem B.8].

Lemma 6.3.3. Let v P π˚M be the vn`1-element from Proposition 6.2.1. Then v is detected
in the homotopy fixed point spectral sequence for M b THHpBPxnyqhS

1

in filtration at least
|v|

pn`1´1
.

Proof. Set m “ |v|
2pn`1´2

. We need to prove that the image of v vanishes inside

Y :“ lim
CPm´1

M b THHpBPxnyq.

Since
M b THHpBPxnyq » pM b BPxnyq bBPxny THHpBPxnyq

is a direct sum of shifts of Fp, the skeletal filtration on CPm´1 gives rise to an Adams
resolution of Y of length m ´ 1. The claim now follows from Proposition 6.2.1(iv).

Lemma 6.3.4. The homotopy fixed point spectral sequence converging to π˚pMbTHHpBPxny{MUqhS
1

q
collapses at the E2-page.
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Proof. The E2-page can be described as

BPxny˚pMq bBPxny˚ THHpBPxny{MUq˚rts

By Proposition 6.2.1(v), the images of the equivariant maps

MU b M Ñ M b THHpBPxny{MUq

THHpBPxny{MUq Ñ M b THHpBPxny{MUq

induce maps of spectral sequences whose images generate the E2-page of the target as a
ring. Every element in the homotopy fixed point spectral sequence for both MUhS1

bM and
THHpBPxny{MUq is a permanent cycle, so the claim follows.

Lemma 6.3.5. There is an element z P π˚pM bTHHpBPxnyqq with the following properties:

(i) z is central.

(ii) z maps to a power of σ2vn`1 inside π˚pM b THHpBPxny{MUqq.

(iii) For some m ą 0, tmz, in the E2-term of the homotopy fixed point spectral sequence, de-
tects the image of a central vn`1-element from π˚pMq inside π˚pM bTHHpBPxnyqhS

1

q.

(iv) π˚pM b THHpBPxnyqq is a finitely generated Zppqrzs-module.

Proof. First observe that each of these properties is preserved after replacing z by any power
of itself, so we may do this at any time in the argument.

By Proposition 6.1.6 and Proposition 6.2.1(iii), we may choose z P π˚pM bTHHpBPxnyqq
which lifts σ2vn`1 and for which π˚pMbTHHpBPxnyqq is a finitely generated Zppqrzs-module.
By Lemma 6.2.3, after replacing z by a power, we may assume that z is central as well. So
we have chosen a z which satisfies (i), (ii), and (iv).

Let
f : M b THHpBPxnyq Ñ M b THHpBPxny{MUq

be the canonical map. Let us denote by tE 1
ru the homotopy fixed point spectral sequence

computing π˚THHpBPxnyqhS
1

and by tE
2

r u the homotopy fixed point spectral sequence com-
puting π˚THHpBPxny{MUqhS

1

. We will denote by Erpfq : E 1
r Ñ E

2

r the map induced by
f .

By Theorem 5.0.1, we know that vn`1 is detected in E
2

2 by tpσ2vn`1q. Let v denote a
central vn`1-element in π˚pMq, projected to π˚pM b THHpBPxnyq. By the definition of a
vn`1-element, there is an m ą 0 such that fpvq “ vmn`1 modulo the ideal pp, ..., vnq. Property
(iii) in Proposition 6.2.1 guarantees that M b THHpBPxny{MUq has pp, ..., vnq “ 0, and
hence that v is detected by tmpσ2vn`1q

m in E
2

2 “ E
2

8.
It follows that v cannot be detected in E

1

2 in filtration higher than 2m. By Lemma 6.3.3,
v must be detected in E

1

2 by a class in filtration at least 2m. Say that v is detected by tmz1,
where z1 P π˚pM b THHpBPxnyq.
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Then, since E2pfqptmz1q “ tmpσ2vn`1q
m, and E2

2 “ E2
8, we must have that fpz1q “

pσ2vn`1qm.
After replacing z and v by suitable powers, the result now follows from Lemma 6.2.3

applied to the elements z and z1.

Remark 6.3.6. At height one and primes p ě 5 a version of Lemma 6.3.5(iii) was obtained
by Ausoni-Rognes in [AR02, Proposition 4.8].

Proof of Theorem 6.3.1. Fix v, z, and m as in the previous lemma. Let

X “ tτějpM b THHpBPxnyqqu

denote the filtered spectrum corresponding to taking connective covers of M bTHHpBPxnyq.
We can choose a lift ṽ P π˚pXě2mpn`1

qhS
1

of v and form the cofibers in filtered spectra:

Y :“ XhC
pk {ṽ, Z :“ X tC

pk {ṽ.

The filtered spectra Y and Z give spectral sequences converging to M{v bTHHpBPxnyqhCpk

and M{v b THHpBPxnyqtCpk respectively, and the canonical map Y Ñ Z converges to
the canonical map between these two spectra. Observe that the E2-page of the spectral
sequence for Y is concentrated in nonnegative filtration (with our grading conventions). It
will therefore suffice to prove that the E2-page of the spectral for Z is eventually concentrated
in negative filtration (uniformly in k). From the cofiber sequence (with suspensions and
grading shifts omitted)

grpXqtCpk
tmz
Ñ grpXqtCpk Ñ grpZq,

it is enough to show that multiplication by z on π˚pgrpXqtCpk q is eventually an isomorphism
in nonnegative filtration. By [NS18, Lemma IV.4.12], we have grpXqtCpk “ grpXqtS

1

{pk. So
it suffices to prove that multiplication by z is eventually an isomorphism in nonnegative
filtration for the group

π˚pM b THHpBPxnyqqrt˘1s.

But, more generally, if L is any finitely generated Zppqrzs-module, then the analogous claim
is true for Lrt˘1s.

A Suspension Maps

Suppose R is an augmented (discrete) algebra over a field k with augmentation ideal I. Then
there is a homomorphism of abelian groups

σ : I Ñ TorR1 pk, kq

where σx is represented by the class rxs in the bar complex. At various points in the paper we
use a generalization of this construction to the spectrum level. Specifically, it is used in §2 to
provide canonical lifts of elements in Künneth spectral sequences and, more crucially, in §5
in order to prove the Detection Theorem (Theorem 5.0.1). We make no claim of originality
for the material in this appendix, though we were not able to find the Detection Lemma
(Lemma A.4.1) in the literature.
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Convention A.0.1. Throughout this section C will denote a stable, presentably symmetric
monoidal category with unit object 1.

A.1 Construction of suspension maps

For the purposes of functoriality, it is convenient to construct our suspension maps in the
setting of factorization homology. Let Mfldfrn denote the category of framed n-manifolds
as constructed in [AF15], equipped with its symmetric monoidal structure under disjoint
unions. Let Diskfrn be the full subcategory spanned by n-manifolds equivalent to disjoint
unions of copies of Rn. This category is equivalent to the symmetric monoidal envelope of
the En-operad. Factorization homology is then given by a functor

ż
: AlgEn

pCq » FunbpDiskfrn ,Cq ÝÑ FunbpMfldfrn ,Cq

which is left adjoint to restriction. Here Funbp´,´q denotes the category of symmetric
monoidal functors.

Construction A.1.1 (Unreduced suspension). Since factorization homology is functorial
on Mfldfrn we always have an (unpointed) map of spaces:

MapMfldfrn
pN,Mq Ñ MapC

ˆż

N

A,

ż

M

A

˙

If we set N “ Rn, then
ş
N
A “ A the above is adjoint to a map

sM : MapMfldfrn
pRn,Mq` b A “ M` b A Ñ

ż

M

A

which is functorial in M and A. Here we have used X` b p´q to denote the tensoring of C
over the category of unpointed spaces.

We observe that, when A “ 1, this map is canonically identified with the collapse

M` b 1 Ñ 1 »

ż

M

1.

Construction A.1.2 (Suspension). Let M be a framed n-manifold equipped with a base-
point. From the previous construction, we have a functorial diagram:

M` b 1
sM //

��

1

��

M` b A
sM

//
ş
M
A
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The choice of basepoint provides a splitting of the top map and hence a commutative square
(functorial in A and basepoint preserving maps in M):

M b 1 //

��

0

��

M b A //
ş
M
A

Thus we get a map from the pushout of the diagram with the lower right vertex deleted:

σM : M b pA{1q Ñ

ż

M

A

where A{1 denotes the cofiber of the unit map for A.

Remark A.1.3. If one instead used the transposed diagram

M b 1 //

��

M b A

��

0 //
ş
M
A

this would alter the definition of σM by ´1. Since neither choice seems canonical, and we
will often find ourselves rotating distinguishing triangles in the arguments below, we will
mostly make and prove statements about σM only up to a factor of ˘1. For convenience and
for the purposes of this paper, we will, in §A.4, fix a choice so as to make a certain equation
true on the nose rather than up to a factor of ˘1.

A.2 Examples of suspension maps

Example A.2.1 (Dimension 0). If A is an E0-algebra, then we denote σS0

by σ, which is a
map

σ : pA{1q Ñ

ż

S0

A “ A b A.

From the construction, σ comes as the induced map from the square

1 //

��

0

��

A
idb1´1bid

// A b A
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Equivalently, we can describe this map (up to sign) as arising from the large square in the
diagram

Σ´1pA{1q

��

//

$$■
■■

■■
■■

■■
■

0

��

1 //

��

A

1bid

��

0 // A
idb1

// A b A

Variant A.2.2. Recall that the category AlgE1
pCq carries an action of C2 given informally

by sending an E1-algebra B to the algebra Bop equipped with the opposite multiplication.
Let R P AlgE1

pCqhC2 be an object in the fixed points so that, in particular, R comes
equipped with an equivalence τ : R » Rop. This induces an equivalence

p´qτ : LModRpCq Ñ RModRpCq

which is the identity on underlying objects. Now let k be a left R-module equipped with a
map 1 Ñ k in C. We can extend this to a left R-module map 1k : R Ñ k and to a right
R-module map 1τk : R Ñ kτ . Since τ is an equivalence, there is a canonical identification
between the fibers

fibp1kq » fibp1τkq

and we denote either by I.
This is enough to make sense of the following diagram in C:

I

��

//

��❃
❃❃

❃❃
❃❃

0

��

R
1k //

1τ
k

��

k

1τ
k

bid

��

0 // k
idb1k

// kτ bR k

Thus we may extend the definition of σ in this case to:

σ : ΣI Ñ kτ bR k.

Lemma A.2.3 (Compatibility with Künneth spectral sequence). Take C “ Sp and adopt
notation as in Variant A.2.2. Let i : I Ñ R denote the fiber of R Ñ k. Suppose that the
map

1k : π˚R Ñ π˚k

is surjective. Then, for any x P π˚I, σpxq P π˚`1pkτ bR kq is detected in the Künneth spectral
sequence in filtration 1 by the class

r1 b ipxq b 1s P Torπ˚R
1 pπ˚k, π˚kq,

up to sign.
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Proof. First we claim that the composite

ΣI
σ

ÝÑ kτ bR k Ñ kτ bR ΣI

is homotopic, up to sign, to the map 1τk b id. Indeed, consider the following diagram

I //

��✏✏
✏✏
✏✏
✏✏
✏✏
✏✏
✏✏
✏

��

0

��

��❁
❁❁

❁❁
❁❁

❁❁
❁❁

❁❁
❁❁

❁❁
❁

R //

��

k

��

0 // k //

��

k >R k //

��

kτ bR k

��

0 // ΣI // kτ bR ΣI

The vertices of the large trapezoid form the commutative square

I //

��

0

��

0 // kτ bR k

used to define σ, and hence the induced map on the pushout of p0 Ð I Ñ 0q gives the
desired factorization.

It follows from naturality of the Künneth spectral sequence that the map RbR I “ ΣI Ñ
kτ bR I induces, on E2-terms, the projection map

π˚I Ñ Torπ˚R
0 pπ˚k, π˚Iq “ π˚I{pπ˚Iq2.

Finally, recall the construction of the Künneth spectral sequence for M bR N proceeds by
lifting a (graded) free π˚R-resolution of N to a filtration by left R-modules [Til18], and that
this construction is natural in the resolution. Since

0 Ñ π˚I Ñ π˚R Ñ π˚k Ñ 0

is exact, we may choose a resolution C˚ of π˚k that begins with C0 “ R and with the
property that

π˚I Ð C1 Ð C2 Ð ¨ ¨ ¨

is a resolution of π˚I. Considering π˚R as a complex concentrated in degree zero, the quotient
map C˚ Ñ pC˚{Rq can then be lifted to a map of filtered objects and then we may apply
kτ bR p´q to this map. This gives a map of spectral sequences which, on the E2-page, gives
the boundary map B : Torπ˚R

1 pπ˚k, π˚kq Ñ ΣTorπ˚R
0 pπ˚k, π˚Iq, which is an isomorphism.

The result follows.
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Example A.2.4 (Dimension 1). The circle acts on itself by framed maps, where we use the
Lie group framing, and hence the map to Hochschild homology

sS
1

: S1
` b A Ñ

ż

S1

A “ HHpAq

is circle equivariant. Since the source of sS
1

is induced, the map must be induced from its
restriction along the identity, i.e. sS

1

is adjoint to the nonequivariant map A Ñ HHpAq
corresponding to the identity element in S1. We abbreviate the reduced suspension map by
σ2 : ΣpA{1q Ñ HHpAq.

A.3 Relationship with the cotangent complex

Let A be an En-algebra in C. We will abbreviate by L
pnq
A the En-algebra cotangent complex

of A, which is an En-A-module. Recall [Lur17, Theorem 7.3.5.1] that we have a functorial
cofiber sequence of En-A-modules:

U
pnqpAq Ñ A Ñ ΣnL

pnq
A .

Example A.3.1. When n “ 0, this is the cofiber sequence

1 Ñ A Ñ pA{1q

If k ď n we may apply AbUpk´1q p´q to the cofiber sequence computing the Ek´1-cotangent
complex and get a cofiber sequence in C:

A Ñ A bUpk´1qpAq A » U
pkqpAq Ñ A bUpk´1qpAq Σ

k´1L
pk´1q
A

This gives a functorial splitting of objects in C:

A ‘ Σk´1L
pkq
A »C U

pkqpAq

and an identification
L

pkq
A »C A bUpk´1qpAq L

pk´1q
A .

(Here we have places a subscript on the equivalence to emphasize that this equivalence is
not one of Ek-A-modules).

Lemma A.3.2. For k ď n, the following diagram commutes (up to sign):

Σk´1A{1

σk

��

Σk´1L
p0q
A

��

U
pkqpAq // Σk´1L

pkq
A
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Proof. We prove this by induction on k, the base case being trivial. For the inductive step,
observe that, by functoriality of of σM in M , we have a diagram

0

��

pRkq b pA{1q

��

Σk´1pA{1q //oo

σk

��

pRkq b pA{1q

��

0

��

A
ş
Rk A

ş
Rk´t0u

Aoo //
ş
Rk A A

The induced map on the pushout is, on the one hand, given by σk`1 and, on the other hand,
by the inductive hypothesis, given by the composite

ΣkpA{1q
σk

Ñ ΣUpkqpAq Ñ ΣkL
pkq
A

σ
Ñ U

k`1pAq

where σ is constructed as in Variant A.2.25 On the other hand, as explained in the beginning
of the proof of Lemma A.2.3, the composite

ΣkL
pkq
A

σ
Ñ U

pk`1qpAq Ñ ΣkL
pk`1q
A » A bUpkqpAq Σ

kL
pkq
A

is given by the map 1 b id. This completes the proof.

A.4 Undoing suspension in Hochschild homology

If X P FunpBS1,Cq is an object equipped with an S1-action, then we may compute the limit
over CP 1 Ď BS1 using the fiber sequence

lim
CP 1

X Ñ X Ñ Σ´1X,

where X Ñ Σ´1X is adjoint to the (reduced) action map ΣX Ñ S1
` b X Ñ X . We denote

the connecting homomorphism by

t : Σ´2X Ñ lim
CP 1

X.

Our goal in this section is to prove the following lemma, which allows us to use the circle
action on Hochschild homology to ‘undo’ the suspension.

Lemma A.4.1 (Detection Lemma). There is a functorial diagram6:

Σ´1pA{1q //

σ2

��

1

��

Σ´2HHpAq
t

// limCP 1 HHpAq

Here, the map 1 Ñ limCP 1 HHpAq arises from the S1-equivariant map 1 Ñ HHpAq where 1

has the trivial action.
5Notice that, in this inductive step, k ă n, so UpkqpAq is at least an E2-algebra, and hence the involution

τ is trivial.
6Recall that the definition of the suspension map requires a choice, and that altering this choice multiplies

the map by p´1q. For the purposes of this paper, we will fix this choice so that the diagram in this lemma
commutes.
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Proof. We have a diagram, functorial in A,

1 //

��

0

��

A

��

HHpAq // Σ´1HHpAq

We can left Kan extend to a diagram:

1 0

A A

0

HHpAq Σ´1HHpAq

The map A Ñ Σ´1HHpAq is adjoint to σ : ΣA Ñ HHpAq, since this latter map was
constructed as the induced map on the pushout of the diagram

Σ1 //

��

0

��

ΣA // HHpAq

Now we may further right Kan extend to a diagram:

1 0

A A

limCP 1 HHpAq 0

HHpAq Σ´1HHpAq

Here, the map 1 Ñ limCP 1 HHpAq arises from the canonical trivialization of the S1-action
S1

` b 1 Ñ 1 » HHp1q.
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We may view the above cube as a map of fiber sequences

1 //

��

A //

��

A

��

limCP 1 HHpAq // HHpAq // Σ´1HHpAq

which then yields the desired diagram:

Σ´1A

σ2

��

// 1

��

Σ´2HHpAq
t

// limCP 1 HHpAq

B Recollections on Graded Objects

In this section we briefly review some facts about graded rings used in the body of the paper.

Definition B.0.1. Let k be an E8-ring. The category of graded k-modules is defined by

grModk :“ FunpZds,Modkq,

where Zds denotes the integers viewed as a 0-category. The category grModk is a presentably
symmetric monoidal category under Day convolution. If M is a graded k-module, we will
denote by Mi its values at i, and by Mpnq the precomposition with addition by ´n (so that
Mpnqi “ Mi´n). We will refer to the grading as the weight throughout.

We will need various (co)connectivity conditions and finiteness conditions.

Definition B.0.2. • Let A be an augmented, graded En-k-algebra. We say that A is
weight-connected (resp. weight-coconnected) if the fiber of the augmentation
A Ñ k is concentrated in positive grading (resp. negative grading). We denote the
corresponding categories with superscripts wt ´ cn and wt ´ ccn, respectively.

• We denote by grModwtěn
k (resp. grModwtďn

k ) the full subcategory of graded k-modules
concentrated in weights at least n (resp. at most n). We will write M ě n (resp.
M ď n) to indicate that M belongs to this subcategory.

Remark B.0.3. Observe that the map ´1 : Zds Ñ Zds is a symmetric monoidal equivalence,
and hence induces a symmetric monoidal equivalence on the category of graded k-modules,
algebras, etc. It follows that any result about weight-connected algebras, or modules of
weight bounded below by n, has a counterpart for weight-coconnected algebras or modules
of weight bounded above by ´n.
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Lemma B.0.4. Let A be an augmented, graded k-algebra and denote by A the fiber of the
augmentation. Let M P LModA and N P RModA, then there is a filtration on M bA N :

M b N “ F0 Ñ F1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ colimFi “ M bA N

such that
gripM bA Nq » ΣiM b A

bi
b N.

Proof. The relative tensor product is computed by the geometric realization of the stan-
dard simplicial object with nth term M b Abn b N ([Lur17, 4.4.2.8]) and hence, by the
categorical Dold-Kan correspondence ([Lur17, 1.2.4.1]), is also computed as the colimit of a
filtered object with associated graded corresponding to the normalized complex (which can
be computed in the homotopy category), as indicated.

Corollary B.0.5. Let A be a weight connected algebra L,N P LModA and M P RModA. If
M ě α and N ě β then M bA N ě α ` β and pM bA Nqα`β “ Mα b Nβ.

We will now study a natural filtration on the category of graded modules over a weight-
connected algebra. If A is weight-connected, we denote by

LMod
wtěj
A , LMod

wtďj
A Ď LModA

the full subcategories spanned by those modules which are concentrated in weights at least
j and at most j, respectively.

Lemma B.0.6. Let A be a weight-connected En-k-algebra for some 1 ď n ď 8.

(i) The inclusion LMod
wtěj
A Ñ LModA admits a right adjoint, p´qěj, computed as:

pMějqi “

#
Mi i ě j

0 else.

(ii) The inclusion LMod
wtďj
A Ñ LModA admits a left adjoint, p´qďj, computed as M ÞÑ

M{Měj`1. In particular,

pMďjqi “

#
Mi i ď j

0 else.

(iii) The subcategory LModwtě0
A inherits an En´1-monoidal structure.

(iv) The localizations p´qďm are compatible with the En´1-monoidal structure on LModwtě0
A .

(v) The tower
A Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Aďm Ñ Aďm´1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ k

of En-k-algebras is a tower of square-zero extensions, i.e. we have pullback diagrams
of En-k-algebras:

Aďm
//

��

k

��

Aďm´1
// k ‘ ΣAmpmq
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Proof. The existence of these adjoints is immediate since the inclusions preserve all limits
and colimits. To compute Měj , observe that, for i ě j, the A-module Apiq is in weights at
least j, since A is weight-connected. The homogeneous component pMějqi is computed as
the spectrum of maps of A-modules from Apiq to Měj which, by the adjunction, is the same
as the spectrum of maps from Apiq to M , which is Mi. This proves (i).

Claim (ii) follows formally from the observation that, if M ě m ` 1 and N ď m, then
every map M Ñ N is zero.

Claim (iii) follows, using [Lur17, 2.2.1.1], from the fact that LModwtě0
A contains the unit

and is closed under tensor products, by Corollary B.0.5.
For claim (iv) we must show that, if M Ñ M 1 is an equivalence in weights at most m,

then so is Z bA M Ñ Z bA M 1 and M bA Z Ñ M bA Z 1 for Z ě 0. Let F be the fiber of
M Ñ M 1 so that F ě m ` 1, and then the result follows from Corollary B.0.5 applied to
Z bA F and F bA Z.

For the final claim, we need to produce a derivation, i.e. a map,

L
pnq
Aďm´1

Ñ ΣAmpmq

refining the map Aďm´1 Ñ cofibpAďm Ñ Aďm´1q “ Ampmq. Here Lpnq denotes the En-
cotangent complex. We will produce this refinement as a composite

L
pnq
Aďm´1

Ñ L
pnq
Aďm´1{Aďm

Ñ ΣAmpmq

where the first map is the canonical one to the relative cotangent complex and the second
is projection onto the first nonzero weight. By [Lur17, 7.5.3.1] applied to the En-monoidal
category ModEn

Aďm
of En-Aďm-modules, we can compute the relative cotangent complex using

the cofiber sequence:

U
pnq
Aďm

pAďm´1q Ñ Aďm´1 Ñ ΣnL
pnq
Aďm´1{Aďm

of En-Aďm´1-modules. Using the recursive construction of the enveloping algebra, we are
reduced to proving the following claim:

(*) If A Ñ B is a map of weight-connected E1-algebras with cofiber C ě j, denote by C 1

the cofiber of B bA B Ñ B. Then C 1 ě j and C 1
j “ ΣCj .

To prove (*), observe that the multiplication map admits a section so that C 1 » ΣB bA C.
The result now follows from Corollary B.0.5.

C Spectral Sequences

In the body of the paper, we use various spectral sequences and maps of spectral sequences
obtained by applying certain functors and natural transformations to towers. The purpose
of this appendix is to check that these maneuvers produce convergent spectral sequences
under certain conditions satisfied in the cases of interest.
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Convention C.0.1. Throughout this section, Cwill denote a presentably symmetric monoidal
stable category with a t-structure. We will assume that C satisfies the following properties
(all of which are satisfied, for example, by modules over a connective E8-ring, equipped with
an action of a group):

(i) The t-structure is compatible with filtered colimits, i.e. Cď0 is closed under filtered
colimits.

(ii) The t-structure is left and right complete, which in this case is equivalent to saying
that

colim
nÑ´8

τďnX “ 0 “ lim
nÑ8

τěnX.

(iii) The t-structure is compatible with the symmetric monoidal structure; i.e. 1 P Cě0 and
X b Y P Cěn`m whenever X P Cěn and Y P Cěm.

C.1 Towers and convergence

Convention C.1.1. Given a tower tXěsu P FunpZop,Cq, we index the associated spectral
sequence so that

E
s,t
2 “ πt´sgr

tX “ πt´spcofibpXět`1 Ñ Xětqq.

We write X´8 :“ colimXěs.

Warning C.1.2. There is not a typo here: we mean πt´sgr
t and not πt´sgr

s. The latter
would have differentials as in the E1-term of a spectral sequence, whereas the former will
behave as an E2-term.

Definition C.1.3. Suppose tXěsu is a tower with associated spectral sequence tEs,t
r u. We

say that Er converges conditionally to π˚X
´8 if limXěs “ 0. We say that Er converges

strongly if the associated filtration F spπt´sX
´8q :“ impπt´sX

ě2t´s Ñ πt´sX
´8q satisfies

holim
s

F sπnX
´8 “ 0

We will content ourselves below with establishing general conditions under which con-
ditional convergence holds. In the body of the paper, when we claim that some spectral
sequence actually converges strongly, it is because it also satisfies the conditions of Board-
man’s theorem [Boa99, Theorem 7.1] for spectral sequences with entering differentials:

Theorem C.1.4 (Boardman). Suppose that Er converges conditionally and that, for each
fixed ps, tq, there are only finitely many nontrivial differentials entering with target in the
ps, tq spot. Thus, we eventually have Es,t

r Ě E
s,t
r`1. Suppose further that lim1

rE
s,t
r “ 0 for each

ps, tq. Then Er converges strongly to π˚X.
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C.2 Descent towers

Let B be a connective, commutative algebra object in C. Then we may form the descent
tower functor (see, e.g., [BHS20, §B-C]):

descB : C Ñ FunpZop,Cq,

which is lax symmetric monoidal, and specified by

descěj
B pXq :“ lim

∆
pτějpX b Bb‚`1qq.

When X is bounded below, this yields a conditionally convergent spectral sequence

E
s,t
2 “ HspπtpXq Ñ πtpX b Bq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ q ñ πt´sX

^
B ,

where X^
B “ limpX b Bb‚q. When π˚pB b Bq is flat over π˚B, we can further identify the

E2-term with Ext in the category of comodules over the Hopf algebroid pπ˚B, π˚pB b Bqq.

Remark C.2.1. When C “ ModA and B is regarded as a commutative algebra object
through a map A Ñ B of commutative algebras, we will often refer to the above procedure
as ‘descent along the map A Ñ B’.

Remark C.2.2. It is possible to make this construction with much weaker hypotheses (at
the cost of losing some multiplicative structure). For example, the cobar construction and
construction of the descent tower makes sense when C “ ModA for a connective E2-ring A

and B a connective E1-A-algebra.

Remark C.2.3. The tower descě˚
B pXq is not the usual Adams tower, but rather its décalage

(compare [Del71, 1.3.3, 1.3.4] and [Hed20, §II]), which is why its associated graded has
homotopy groups corresponding to the E2-page of the Adams spectral sequence rather than
the E1-page.

Warning C.2.4. The descent tower shears the filtration in the Adams spectral sequence.
If we fix t ´ s “ n, then contributions to Adams filtration s come from descěs`n. So, for
example, a horizontal vanishing line on, say, the E2-term of the Adams spectral sequence
would correspond to behavior in the descent filtration that is more like a vanishing line of
slope 1. Of course, if one is only interested in a finite range of values of n, there is no
difference.

This story is especially well-behaved when fibp1 Ñ Bq is 1-connective.

Proposition C.2.5. Suppose that I “ fibp1 Ñ Bq lies in τě1C. Then, for any d-connective
object X, the descent tower has the following properties:

(a) The natural map X Ñ X^
B is an equivalence.

(b) E
s,t
2 vanishes when 2s ´ t ě d.
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(c) πndesc
ěj
B pXq “ 0 whenever j ě d ` 2n.

(d) For each k, there exists an N such that, for j ě N , descěj
B pXq is k-connective.

Proof. Since limj desc
ěj
B pXq “ 0, we can study the vanishing of the homotopy groups of each

descěj
B pXq by establishing a vanishing range in the associated graded. Thus pbq ñ pcq ñ pdq,

so we need only establish (a) and (b). But these claims can be proven using the usual
construction of the descent spectral sequence, via the tower tTotďspB‚`1 b Xqu, where the
result is clear.

C.3 Classical Adams spectral sequence

The classical Adams spectral sequence, given by descent along S0 Ñ Fp, has slightly more
involved convergence issues since the fiber of the unit map S0 Ñ Fp is not 1-connective. We
review the classical approach to getting around this issue and leverage this to understand
the convergence behavior of the Tate fixed point spectral sequence below.

Throughout this section descp´q “ descFpp´q.

Construction C.3.1. Since descp´q is lax symmetric monoidal, every descent tower is a
module over descpS0q. Recall that the element p P π0pS0q is detected in Adams filtration 1,
and hence lifts to an element v0 P π0desc

ě1pS0q. Thus, given any spectrum X , we have a
natural map

v0 : descpXqp1q Ñ descpXq,

where, for a filtered spectrum Y , Y pjq refers to the filtered spectrum with Y pjqěs “ Y ěs´j.

Remark C.3.2. The composite of the shift operator with v0 is multiplication by p. It follows
that v0 induces multiplication by p on both colimX and limX .

Remark C.3.3. There is a canonical identification descpXq{v0 » descpX{pq. However,
when k ě 2, descpXq{vk0 and descpX{pkq differ. The former tower has E2-term computed by
the homotopy groups of an object of the derived category of A˚-comodules which does not
lie in the heart.

Proposition C.3.4. Let X be d-connective. Then descpXq{vm0 has the property that, for
each k, there is an N such that, for all j ě N , descějpXq{vm0 is k-connective. Moreover,
each term descějpXq{vm0 is d-connective.

Proof. The conclusion about the tower is stable under extensions, so we are reduced to the
case when m “ 1 and descpXq{v0 “ descpX{pq. Since the tower is conditionally convergent,
it suffices to establish a vanishing line on the E2-page, and to show this is concentrated in
stems starting in dimension d. The E2-page is computed by Exts,t

A˚
pH˚pXq b Λpτ0qq, which

classically has the desired vanishing line (see [Ada66, Theorem 2.1] at the prime 2, and
[Liu63, Proposition 2] at odd primes.)
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C.4 Fixed point spectral sequences

Given a tower X in the category of spectra with an action of a group G, we can take
homotopy fixed points, orbits, or Tate fixed points levelwise and produce a new tower. In
this section we establish some criteria for the conditional convergence of this tower.

Proposition C.4.1. Suppose X P FunpZop, FunpBG,Cqq is conditionally convergent (i.e.
limX “ 0). Then so is XhG.

Proof. Limits commute with limits.

The analogous result for Tate fixed points requires a proposition. We are grateful to
the referee for pointing out the following result which simplifies our earlier treatment of
convergence in this section and the next.

Proposition C.4.2. Let Y be a filtered G-spectrum which is uniformly bounded below. Then

plimY qtG Ñ limpY tGq

is an equivalence.

Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that Y is uniformly 0-connective, and hence
that lim Y is p´1q-connective. If Z is a G-spectrum, then ZhG is computed as colim∆oppGb‚

` b
Zq. Denote by skrpZhGq the colimit over ∆op

ďr. If Z is p´1q-connective, then the cofiber
pZhGq{pskrZhGq is pr ´ 1q-connective. We learn that, in the diagram

skrplimY qhG //

��

lim skrYhG

��

plimY qhG // limpYhGq

the vertical arrows are an equivalence in a range increasing with r, and the upper horizontal
arrow is always an equivalence since limp´q commutes with finite colimits. It follows that

plimY qhG Ñ limpYhGq

is an equivalence, and hence so is plimY qtG Ñ limpY tGq.

Corollary C.4.3. If Y is a uniformly bounded below, conditionally convergent tower, then
Y tG is also conditionally convergent.

C.5 Hochschild homology of filtered rings

If A is a filtered E1-ring, one can construct a corresponding filtration of THHpAq and spectral
sequence (see [AKS18]). We will need to understand how this spectral sequence interacts
with the Tate-valued Frobenius, and for this we need a construction of THHpAq as a filtered
cyclotomic object. We refer the reader to [AMMN20, §A] for details, and review the relevant
definitions here.
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Definition C.5.1. Let Lp : FunpZop, Spq Ñ FunpZop, Spq denote left Kan extension along
multiplication by p.

Proposition C.5.2. ([AMMN20, §A]) Let A be a filtered or graded E1-ring. Then THHpAq
admits a natural Lp-twisted diagonal, i.e. an S1-equivariant map

ϕ : LpTHHpAq Ñ THHpAqtCp .

In the filtered case, this map is compatible with passage to the associated graded and, in both
cases, the map is compatible with forgetting to underlying objects.

Remark C.5.3. Since Lp is adjoint to restriction along multiplication by p, the Frobenius
gives S1-equivariant maps

ϕ : THHpAqěj Ñ pTHHpAqtCpqějp

for all j; and similarly for the graded case.

In particular, this produces maps of spectral sequences (which shear the gradings). We
will be using these spectral sequences in the case when we are filtering A by its descent tower
for S0 Ñ Fp. The following proposition guarantees convergence (after p-completion) when
A is connective.

Proposition C.5.4. Let A be a connective E1-ring. Then, for each 1 ď m ď 8, the tower
THHpdescFppAqqtCpm , converges conditionally to THHpAqtCpm . The tower THHpdescFppAqq^

v0

converges conditionally to THHpAq^
p .

Proof. Since THHpdescpAqq is uniformly bounded below, we have

limTHHpdescpAqqtCpm “ plimTHHpdescpAqqqtCpm

by virtue of Proposition C.4.2.
On bounded below Cpk-spectra Z we have that Z

tC
pk “ pZ^

p qtCpk (see [NS18, Lemma
I.2.9, Lemma II.4.9]). So to prove conditional convergence it will suffice to show that

plimTHHpdescpAqqq^
p “ 0.

We have
plimTHHpdescpAqqq{p “ limpTHHpdescpAqq{v0q,

so it suffices to show that this vanishes. This, in turn, will prove the second claim that
THHpdescpAqq^

v0
converges to THHpAq^

p .
We recall that THHpdescpAqq is defined as the geometric realization of a simplicial ob-

ject with terms descpAqb‚`1, and therefore THHpdescAq{v0 is computed as the geometric
realization of a simplicial object with terms descpAq{v0 b descpAqb‚. Observe that, if Z‚

is any simplicial spectrum with each Zi connective, then, by the Dold-Kan correspondence,
skr|Z‚|{skr´1|Z‚| is a summand of ΣrZr and hence must be r-connective. Thus, to check
that limTHHpdescpAqq{v0 “ 0 we need only check that lim skrTHHpdescpAqq{v0 “ 0 for all
r. Since this skeleton is a finite colimit, we are reduced to checking that limpdescpAq{v0 b
descpAqbnq “ 0 for all n. In fact, the terms in this tower become increasingly connective by
Proposition C.3.4, so the result is proved.
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